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The Government’s long-
awaited air quality plan 
resulted in some 
attention-grabbing 
headlines in the wake  
of its publication.

The biggest was the 
death to diesel and petrol rhetoric, d
which proclaimed that no new diesel w
or petrol vehicle would be sold after 
2040. It wasn’t quite what the 
Government said: the ban did not 
include petrol and diesel hybrid cars 
and vans, or diesel trucks and buses.

Indeed, even the mildest of mild 
hybrids, with systems to assist the 
starter motor, will be allowed – and 
these vehicles are almost entirely 
powered by a conventional internal 
combustion engine.

Nevertheless, the direction of travel 
is clear: cities want fewer and cleaner 
vehicles, and there will be charges for 
the worst polluters. Fleets will need 
to seek out the alternatives.
■ Trevor Gehlcken, former ■ Fleet 

Van editor and a man well-known ton

most of you, is stepping down from 
his position as associate editor to 
enjoy a well-deserved (semi) 
retirement. Trev joined Fleet News ins

1990 and is now setting aside more 
time to enjoy the Devonshire home 
familiar to avid readers of his long-
term van reviews. He’ll continue to 
contribute those memorable long-
term tests, but I’d like to take the 
opportunity to thank him for all his 
hard work and extend our best 
wishes for the future.
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By Gareth Roberts

an and truck operators face an uphill struggle 
to upgrade their fleets if councils start charging 
older vehicles to enter towns and cities.      

The Government’s new air quality plan, 
published last month, gives local authorities 
the option of charging vehicles to enter pollution 
hotspots.

It wants councils to consider changing road layouts at air 
pollution pinch points, encourage the uptake of ultra-low
emission vehicles (ULEVs) and retrofit vans and trucks. But 
it says if these measures are not sufficient, local plans could 
include restrictions on vehicles, such as charging zones or 
measures to prevent them from using certain roads at 
particular times. 

Councils will need to set out their initial plans by the end 
of March 2018, followed by their final plans by the end of 
December 2018, with so-called Clean Air Zones (CAZs) 
potentially being introduced from 2019. 

The Freight Transport Association (FTA) says clarity is 
urgently needed to identify which vehicles will be affected. 

Elizabeth de Jong, FTA director of UK Policy, told Commer-er-er

cial Fleet: “We won’t know where vans will be restricted until:

next year, giving only a year for businesses to plan their 
fleets, leaving many with potentially large bills on top of rising 
operating costs in a difficult trading environment.”

In addition to the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) in London, 
there are five other cities – Birmingham, Derby, Leeds, 
Nottingham and Southampton – which will have to introduce 
CAZs by 2019. There may be other locations which also decide 
to introduce CAZs where charges could be introduced.

If vans are affected by CAZs, the FTA says that there will 
be little more than two and a half years’ worth of compliant 
vehicles in the fleet and no established second-hand market. 

Euro VI for HGVs was introduced in 2014 and the Euro 6 
standard for vans was only brought in at the end of 2016.

Many businesses will now be locked into lease agreements 
which extend beyond 2019 and will be costly to get out of, 
warned the FTA.

Period of grace
“For those whose businesses operate inside a zone, a period 
of grace, giving them extra time to comply, would provide 
much-needed breathing space,” said de Jong. “Our worst 
fear is that some may be forced out of business altogether 
if the plans are not properly thought through.”

The Government has set aside a £255 million package to 
help councils implement local measures which, it says, will 
be funded through changes to the tax treatment for new 
diesel vehicles, or through reprioritisation within existing 
departmental budgets. Further details on changes to the tax 
regime will be announced in the budget later this year.

The Government also says it wants to help minimise the 
impact of such measures on local businesses and those 
travelling into towns and cities to work where charging zones 
are necessary, and will issue a further consultation in the 
autumn.

 News insight: Air quality

V
The measures considered in that consultation will include 

options to support fleets, including retrofitting, exemptions and 
discounts from any restrictions or permit schemes for vans.

The RAC says the Government must ensure that all other 
solutions for reducing emissions have been exhausted 
before a charging zone is introduced. “Charging to drive on 
certain roads and in certain areas must be the last resort,” 
said roads policy spokesman Nick Lyes.  

The Government, he noted, has also not yet made it clear 
what process needs to be followed before a charging regime 
comes in to force.

Government pledge welcomed
The British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association (BVRLA) 
is also looking for consistency. It welcomed the Govern-
ment’s pledge to consult on measures that will help mini-
mise the impact on businesses, including a possible scrap-
page scheme.

BVRLA chief executive Gerry Keaney said: “We must 
ensure zones are consistent across the UK – not only having 
the same emissions standard requirement, but also in terms 
of their signage, enforcement and penalties for non-compli-
ance.”

He also believes that well-targeted scrappage schemes for 
cars and, importantly, vans could make a significant contri-
bution in reducing NOx emissions.

However, the Government says analysis of previous 
schemes has shown “poor value for the taxpayer and that 
they are open to a degree of fraud”.

The chances of a scrappage scheme being introduced 
therefore appear slim, but the Government’s new air quality 
plan did include a commitment to end the sale of all new 
“conventional” fossil fuel vans by 2040.

The sale of new diesel and petrol cars will also cease, but 
hybrid vehicles, which combine a petrol or diesel engine with 
an electric motor, will still be permitted as will diesel trucks 
and buses.

Ford announced earlier this year that it was launching a 
12-month trial of 20 new plug-in hybrid (PHEV) Transit 
Custom vans in the autumn, in partnership with Transport 
for London (commercialfleet.org, January 23, 2017).

The multi-million pound project is designed to explore how 
lower-emission plug-in hybrid electric vans could support 
cleaner air targets, while boosting productivity for operators 

£255m  
sum set aside by Government 
to help councils implement 

clean air measures

0.2%  
percentage of gas vehicles        

in overall truck fleet

Breathing space needed to allow 
fleets to adapt to clean air zones
Worst fear is that some companies may go under, says trade association

“Some [fleets] may be forced out 
of business altogether if the plans 
are not properly thought through”
Elizabeth de Jong, FTA
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in urban conditions – the toughest working environment for 
commercial vehicles.

Equipped with range extenders, the fleet is not limited by 
battery range, making them capable of the longer journeys 
that may be required by businesses and emergency blue-
light services.

The participating fleets represent a cross-section of city-
based businesses which will integrate the Ford Transit PHEV 
vans into their day-to-day operations (commercialfleet.org, 
April 24, 2017). 

Understand the benefits

Using a Ford telematics system, each Transit PHEV will 
collect data on the vehicles’ financial, operational and envi-
ronmental performance to help understand how the benefits 
of electrified vehicles could be maximised.

The five fleets include the Metropolitan Police with two 
Transit PHEV vans: one marked for second response to 
traffic accidents and one un-marked as a forensic support 
unit. In addition, Transport for London will use three of the 
vans for freight duties.  

Clancy Plant, Addison Lee and British Gas are also involved 
in the trial.

Ford will launch a plug-in hybrid version of its Transit 
Custom as part of a global strategy to introduce 13 electrified 
vehicles within the next five years.

Mark Harvey, who was recently appointed director of 
Urban Electrified Van programme – a new position at Ford 
in the UK – said: “Commercial vehicle use is incredibly varied 
from sector to sector, and the trial should give us some really 
interesting insight into how CVs are used across a range of 
industries in the city, allowing us, as a manufacturer, to 
better develop electrified CVs that work for the customers, 
while also improving air quality.”

However, in its annual review of the Logistics Carbon 

Reduction Scheme (LCRS), the FTA says that high costs plus 
a lack of public refuelling infrastructure are “significant 
barriers” to putting greener trucks on the road.

The UK gas truck fleet, for example, makes up just 0.2% 
of the overall truck fleet, but the FTA says there is potential 
to increase numbers if Government support is forthcoming.

The LCRS, which is managed by the FTA, has 130 members 
operating a combined fleet of 88,181 commercial vehicles – 
64,343 HGVs and 23,838 vans. 

The report looked at the breakdown of member fleets by 
Euro standards (see pie charts). It shows that more than 35% 
of the LCRS HGV fleet has upgraded to Euro VI, but half the 
fleet is still Euro V given that Euro VI has only been available 
since 2014.

For vans, the majority are Euro 5, illustrating the fact that 
Euro 6 regulations have only been available for LCVs since 
September 2016. 

Ford will launch a 12-month trial 
of 20 new plug-in hybrid (PHEV) 

Transit Custom vans in the autumn
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By Tom Seymour

he Freight Transport Association (FTA) has said it
has had mixed reaction from members on the 
Government’s proposed changes to licence rules 
to boost the uptake of alternatively fuelled vans.

The Department for Transport (DfT) has 
launched a 12-week consultation on allowing van 
drivers to operate vans weighing up to 4.25 tonnes 

if they are powered by electricity, natural gas, LPG or 
hydrogen without having to apply for a new licence on the 
vans requiring an O-licence.

The DfT estimates removing the need for a new licence 
would represent a saving of £1,200 per driver due to the cost 
of the licence, higher salaried drivers, compulsory medical 
examinations and training for a driver certificate of profes-
sional competence (DCPC).

Ian Gallagher, Freight Transport Association (FTA) head of 
policy for Wales and the South West, said: “We’ve had a real 
mixed bag of views from members on this. Some, like the 
home delivery industry, will welcome this.

“Clean air zones in the UK may see companies make the 
switch to drive on zero emissions and more flexibility on the 
payload will be welcomed.”

Ocado is one of the fleets that welcomed the proposed 
changes. Stuart Skingsley, its head of fleet, said: “We are 
keen to incorporate the latest low-emission technologies in 
our fleet, but we have been unable to do so, due to the extra 
weight of the technology and category B licence restrictions.

“This vital derogation would allow us to field the latest 
alternatively fuelled vans, reducing harmful emissions and 
improving the UK’s air quality.”

However, Gallagher said other members have voiced 
concerns over safety with drivers able to operate heavy 
vehicles without a DCPC.

The DfT responded to safety concerns in its consultation 
document and said: “We have found no evidence to suggest 
that vehicles with a mass of 4.25 tonnes are significantly 
more difficult to drive than 3.5-tonne vehicles.

“Th f ld n he f f a id“Therefore we would not expect the frequency of accidents 
involving these vehicles to materially change when compared 
with 3.5-tonne vehicles.”

Electric vehicles are still a relatively small part of the van
fleet, with 0.12% of the market. Now only around 1% of all 
vehicles registered in the UK are between 3.5 and 4.5 tonnes.

As of the end of 2015, DVLA figures show there were 4,544 
LCV electric vans registered in the UK and just 423 EV vehi-
cles with a maximum laden weight above 3.5 tonnes.

Currently, a motorist with an ordinary category B licence 
for a car can drive a van weighing up to 3.5 tonnes. Cleaner 
vans, especially those powered by electricity from batteries, 
are generally heavier than conventional diesel vans because 
of the battery they carry.

This reduces the amount of goods they can carry or means 
van drivers have to apply for a category C licence with the 
associated costs and medical report requirements.

Essential to economy
Jesse Norman, transport minister, said: “Vans have become 
essential to our economy and are vital for our builders, small 
businesses and delivery drivers.

“We have more of them on our roads than ever before. 
That’s a good sign for the economy, but our challenge is to
try to tackle their impact on air quality.

“We w o make it easier for businesses to opt for“We want to make it easier for businesses to opt for 
, and these proposals are designed to do cleaner vehicles, and these proposals are designed to do 

just that.”
rove 49.1 billion vehicle miles – an increase In 2016, vans drove 49.1 billion vehicle miles – an increase 

mpared with 2006. Vans spend much of their of 23% when compared with 2006. Vans spend much of their 
nd our towns and cities and over 96% of time driving around our towns and cities and over 96% of 

them are diesel.
“It remains to be seen what sort of growth Gallagher said: “It remains to be seen what sort of growth 
e AF (alternative fuel) commercial vehicle will be seen in the AF (alternative fuel) commercial vehicle 
tion has got to be driven by business and market. Adoption has got to be driven by business and 
o really poll members on whether this we’re yet to really poll members on whether this 
nd the £8,000 plug-in van grant is enough change and the £8,000 plug-in van grant is enough 
et the investment in new technology and to offset the investment in new technology and 
structure.”infrastructure.”

He said businesses need clarity of at least He said businesses need clarity of at least 
ve years from the Government on any five years from the Government on any 
hanges before decisions are made on changes before decisions are made on 
nvesting in new vehicles.investing in new vehicles.
The FTA is now putting a paper together 

o put questions to members ahead of to put questions to members ahead of 
esponding TO the consultation document.responding TO the consultation document.
Fleets have 12 weeks to add their Fleets have 12 weeks to add their 
ments on the proposed new measures and comments on the proposed new measures and 

end them to olev.enquiries@olev.gsi.gov.ukcan send them to olev.enquiries@olev.gsi.gov.uk

Mixed reaction to proposed licence rule changes
FTA home delivery members in favour of efforts to boost electric CV sales amid safety concerns

News

T
“Clean air zones in the UK may  
see companies make the switch to 
drive on zero emissions and more 

flexibility on the payload will be welcomed”
Ian Gallagher, FTA

£1,200
estimated saving per driver   

if licence not needed

423
EV vehicles registered at the

end of 2015 weighing above 3.5t

Below: The Iveco Daily electric 
is the sort of van that could 
benefit from O-licence changes
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By Simon Harris

ew technology being deployed by Fraikin’s rental 
fleet has the potential to deliver significant fuel 
savings for customers as well as reductions in 
exhaust emissions. The company claims it has 
the first rigid truck to offer a motor racing-style 
kinetic energy recovery system (kers), which 
recaptures otherwise lost energy during braking.

The 12-tonne Iveco Eurocargo is thought to be the first of 
its kind, and the kers device has been installed by UK vehicle 
conversion specialists Alternatech, working alongside hybrid 
technology specialists Adgero and Skeleton Technologies to 
get the vehicle on the road.

The prototype is available for evaluation and testing before 
Fraikin considers applying the technology to other vehicles, 
although it’s possible vans could also use the system.

The kers system works by harnessing the energy created 
under braking. This energy is stored in a set of ultracapaci-
tors – a lighter, less costly and, according to Fraikin, more 
efficient alternative to lithium-ion batteries – then used to 
provide acceleration assistance via an electric motor fitted 
to the prop shaft.

Colin Melvin, sales director at Fraikin, said: “We talk to 
customers every day about new ways to reduce environ-
mental impact – it is something we are passionate about.

“By being the first adopter of kers on a rigid truck, we have 
put our customers at the front of the queue to trial this new 
technology within their own fleets.”

Will Putter, commercial director at Alternatech, said: “After 
teaming up with Fraikin in 2016 to offer bi-fuel LPG-petrol 
vans, they seemed the perfect choice to field test this new 
technology. We truly believe the ‘free’ energy created under 
braking is a power source worth utilising, and the lower 
emissions, fuel usage and operating costs the system 
achieves certainly backs that up.”

The Kers technology, developed by Adgero and Skeleton 
Technologies, has already been successfully installed on 
articulated vehicles.

The power conversion is made possible thanks to Skeleton 
Technologies patented graphene ultracapacitors, which
facilitate better conductivity and are able to absorb and store
greater amounts of power.

This power is then channelled to the electric motor via 
specialised electronic control unit (ECU) software developed 
by Skeleton Technologies engineers in Estonia.

Taavi Madiberk, CEO of Skeleton Technologies, said: “The 

partnership with Fraikin highlights the significant impact 
utilising regenerative braking technology and energy storage 
can have. This is an important first step in realising essential 
efficiencies for the industry and we look forward to seeing 
further advances in this field.”

During initial testing, the kers system offered 32% fuel 
savings when compared to a standard vehicle of the same
type, as well as slashing associated nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions by around 50% and carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions by around 30%.

Mack Murray, president of Adgero, said: “The system is 
primarily designed for multi-drop urban distribution or
refuse collection, as the more the brakes are used, the more 
power is created.

“Our initial tests were only based on six stops over a 6km 
course and they surpassed our expectations. In an urban 
environment we would expect the savings to be even greater.”

Alternatech can complete the entire conversion in a single 
day and says the additional cost of the system could be 
recouped in fuel savings during the first three years in 
service for a typical medium truck.

A conservative estimate for an operational life-span of the 
system is 10 years, often longer than the working life of the
vehicle it is fitted to. It has been designed to be removed and 
re-fitted to a replacement truck when required.

The partners also claim there is unlikely to be any impact 
on manufacturer warranties from using the system.

Murray at Adgero added: “As the system does not send 
any new commands to the vehicle’s Canbus, it is compliant 
with R100 and R13, and is installed by an OEM-approved 
bodybuilder. We have not had any issues with manufac-
turers’ warranties and we do not anticipate having any in the 
future. We have been in contact with OEMs from the outset 
and this has not been a concern.”

The cost of the conversion is around £30,000, but is 
expected to cost less than £20,000 by 2018. Return on invest-
ment (ROI) is expected to come after three years at current 
prices, but will reduce as the cost of the technology falls. 
Fraikin is making the vehicle available for demonstration on 
customer fleets across the UK.

Rigid trucks can learn from F1 on fuel savings
Fraikin adds the kers energy recovery system to a 12-tonne prototype to evaluate its potential  

News
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“We have put our customers 
at the front of the queue to 
trial this new technology 
within their own fleets”
Colin Melvin, Fraikin

32%
fuel savings encountered 

during initial testing

Kers works by harnessing     
energy under braking
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The All-New Crafter. 

It’s so safety conscious it even 

protects your bottom line.

You asked for a more safety conscious vehicle, suitable for driving in congested city streets. Well, the 

all-new Crafter Trendline certainly delivers. We’ve worked with you to introduce many driver assistance 

systems, like Side Protection and Front Assist. In fact, all Volkswagen vans now come with City Emergency 

Braking as standard. These systems help avoid potential vehicle downtime caused by an accident. So not 

only does this protect the contents of the van, it can also reduce insurance costs. 

Search ‘New Crafter’ or visit your local Van Centre to experience this game-changing van for yourself. 

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles. Working with you.

Image may not reflect standard UK specifications.

By Tom Seymour

ompanies that use self-employed drivers have 
welcomed new employment legislation 
proposals following a Government review, but 
unions have said they don’t go far enough to “fix 
a broken system”.

The Taylor Review, published last month, 
recommends new legislation to clarify the differ-

ence between being self-employed and being a worker. It also 
recommends the term ’worker’ be replaced with the new 
definition of ‘dependent contractor’ (fleetnews.co.uk, July 12).

It could mean companies will have to start paying national 
insurance, as well as guaranteeing the national minimum 
wage and paying sick and holiday money to drivers that may 
have previously been defined as self-employed.

Matthew Taylor, lead author of the review, said the critical 
point of difference for companies is control and supervision. 
If a job involves those elements, Taylor believes that job role 

 News

C
would be classed as a worker, rather than self-employed.

The report said: “Employment statuses should be distinct 
and not open to as much interpretation as currently, nor be 
so ambiguous that only a court can fully understand the 
basic principles. The law should also ensure that where 
individuals are under significant control in the way they work, 
they are not left unprotected as a result of the way their 
contract is drafted.”

Companies will have to be able to demonstrate that 
dependent contractors can “easily clear” the minimum wage 
with their earnings.

The Freight Transport Association (FTA) welcomed the 
report but said the logistics sector needs employment flex-
ibility to help with peaks and troughs throughout the year 
and new legislation could jeopardise this.

Uber, currently appealing a London employment tribunal 
that ruled drivers’ were workers rather than self-employed, 
welcomed the Taylor Review and greater clarity over different 

Unions say review does not ‘address the
real problem’ of self-employed drivers
But delivery companies welcome benefits overhaul recommendations contained in Taylor report

“We need 
regulations  
and proper 

enforcement” 
Tim Roache, GMB



volkswagen-vans.co.uk/craftedbyyou

types of employment status. However, Andrew Byrne, Uber 
UK head of policy, maintains the main reason drivers use the 
Uber app is to be their own boss. 

He said: “With our app, drivers are totally free to choose if, 
when and where they drive with no shifts or minimum hours.”

Yodel welcomed the recommendations in the Taylor 
review. A spokesman said: “We’ll be looking at the revised
definition of [dependent contractor] and the benefits they are 
entitled to.

“We will, of course, make any changes to our remuneration 
schemes if this is found to impact our self-employed colleagues.”

Yodel offers employed, self-employed and agency work for 
drivers with approximately 10,000 working for the business 
in the UK. 

“Many of Yodel’s colleagues choose the self-employed 
model for the flexibility it offers in allowing them to decide 
the hours of work that suit their lifestyle,” said the spokesman.

“We currently follow all regulations with regard to self-
employment and will continue to do so as the new guidance 
is shared.”

Both the GMB and the Independent Workers’ Union of 
Great Britain (IWGB) said the Taylor review had not done 
enough to address the real problem, which, they believe, is 
enforcement of the rules that are already in place.

Tim Roache, GMB union general secretary, said the report 
does not go far enough “to fix a broken system”. He continued: 
“We need regulations and proper enforcement. Words on 
decent work are always welcome, but they’re meaningless
without determined action to back them up.”

Meanwhile, Jason Moyers-Lee, IWGB general secretary, 
said the report contained “little of any substance”.

“The main and major legal error made is to fail to recog-
nise, as was done throughout the consultation, that a ‘worker’
is a sub-category of self-employment,” he said.

He told Fleet News that renaming workers as dependants

contractors was “little more than a relabelling exercise with 
little implication for business”. He welcomed the report’s 
suggestion there will be increased enforcement but said 
there was no detail on how it would happen.

“Given how pervasive the unlawful deprivation of employ-
ment rights is in the gig economy, enforcement should have 
been the review’s primary focus,” he said. “Corporations will 
continue to use their lawyers to draft contracts which dodge 
any new employment definitions in new legislation.”

The IWGB wants the Government to set up a new agency 
to enforce employment law and also wants employment 
tribunal fees to be abolished to make it easier to challenge 
employment status.

Yodel says it follows all regulations 
with regard to self-employment
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By John Maslen

aking the right choices when it comes to final 
mile delivery will be critical to business prof-
itability, transportation experts heard at a 
recent conference arranged by the Greater 
London Authority.

Delegates were told that the final mile can 
account for up to 70% of total transportation 

costs in the supply chain because of inefficiencies and waste.
This includes congestion, tolls, fines and missed deliveries 

that require several visits to hand over a consignment.
There are multiple challenges for fleet managers, as any 

changes need to provide environmental efficiencies without 
adding to delivery costs as companies need to remain 
competitive.

Strategies will need to focus on two areas that are inter-
twined: process, covering the delivery infrastructure, and 
the type of vehicles that will be used.

Infrastructure could revolve around ‘green ports’, where 
fleets deliver goods into cities using a two-stage process.

The ports would act as delivery hubs, where goods would 
be delivered in bulk to a single site outside the city centre, 
with the onward journey carried out by a dedicated city 
vehicle designed for clean urban delivery.

According to David Jinks, head of consumer research at 
online parcel delivery service ParcelHero, this is a proven 
strategy.

He says: “Ironically, the solution is something tried and 
very successfully tested, and then abandoned; the London 
2012 hub-and-spoke logistics operations. 

“During the London Olympics, there was a desperate need 
to keep traffic off London’s streets. The solution was out-of-
city freight hubs with smaller, greener vehicles being used 
for the ‘final mile’.” 

There was a considerable increase in out-of-hours quiet 

 News insight: Last mile solutions

M
deliveries. Stores accepted deliveries late into the night – 
relieving daytime congestion – if vehicles met strict noise 
level criteria.

Jinks adds: “Sadly, the impetus and learnings created by 
the Olympics delivery project have been virtually lost in the 
five years since the Games. But at the time pollution levels 
and congestion fell considerably.”

Since the Olympics, trials of ‘green ports’ in London have 
been undertaken by several major delivery fleets, with final 
mile journeys completed by Gnewt Cargo using zero emis-
sion vehicles, including electric vans.

Logistics giant TNT delivers to a Gnewt Cargo hub for 
deliveries to parts of London under its emission reduction 
plans. Gnewt Cargo carries out final mile deliveries of nearly 
3,000 tonnes a week using zero-emission vehicles.

For TNT, the move provides a competitive advantage, as 
the process is preferred by local authorities that are keen to 
reduce urban emissions.

Sam Clarke, founder of Gnewt Cargo, says: “Consolidation 
is a difficult task and local authority support will greatly 
increase the likelihood of operational success.

“It is imperative other cities profit from the learning in
London to understand what works and what does not work 
based on the experiences and challenges the London land-
scape creates.”

He points to international examples of sustainable logistics 
development ideas, including the Paris Planned Logistics 
Hotel at Chappelle International airport, France, which 
combines a hub for inward goods by rail and long-distance 
road freight with a transfer centre using ultra-low emission 
urban delivery vehicles.

A key stumbling block is the price of land in cities, particu-
larly capitals such as London, which means urban 
delivery centres struggle to compete with out-of-
town hubs.

Fleets focus on delivering the final mile
But observer criticises concentration on parcel deliveries which ‘only accounts for 10% of market’

“The impetus 
and learnings 

created by  
the Olympics 

delivery project 
have been 

virtually lost  
in the five 
years since  
the Games”

David Jinks, ParcelHero

Starship Technologies 
has developed these 
six-wheel self-driving 
cool boxes
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To combat this, Clarke has set out a seven-point 
plan for local authorities to help create an environ-
ment where delivery hubs and zero emission 

vehicles can thrive (see panel).
Breaking the logistics chain has its costs, according to Gaël 

Queinnec, director of prospective work at Michelin, which is 
investigating the future of last mile deliveries as one of the 
projects within Open Lab Challenge Bibendum, its interna-
tional think-tank.

He says: “The gap between discussion of personal trans-
portation in urban areas and movement of goods is widening 
dangerously. Cities are listening to voters, but they are not 
necessarily thinking of goods or parcels.

“I would like to understand why the urban delivery centre 
has not taken off as well as we thought it would.

“One of the big issues is load and unload costs. Every time 
you unload and reload a vehicle, the cost is equivalent to 
hundreds of additional miles travelled, when you account for 
planning, premises, employee time, storage and so on. So, 
when you add hubs, you add cost. Each time you add a load/
unload stage to a delivery process, the cost of delivery can 
increase by up to 50% because it breaks the flow of goods.”

He also warns that debate about solutions is too focused on 
parcel deliveries, which only account for 10% of the market.

The challenge, he says, lies in how to manage areas such 
as fresh goods or construction deliveries, which may be too 
time-sensitive or bulky to fit the urban hub-and-spoke model.

He adds: “In 50 years, around 80% of the global population 
will live in urban areas and they will still have to eat during 
the day. This growth will have to be developed in a sustain-
able way. The other problem is that goods are only inwards, 
so there is built-in waste in the logistics chain. The outward 
journey is wasted. We need to look at solutions that avoid 
vehicles going back empty.”

Driverless vehicles offer a potential solution to the last-
mile challenge. Self-driving vans could quickly and efficiently 
transport everything from groceries, to urgently needed 
medical supplies on the ground.

Drones would then potentially take to the air for the final 
leg of the journey to reach destinations inaccessible from the 
road, such as blocks of flats, or where parking is not possible.

Ford has developed this idea into the Autolivery concept as 
part of the Last Mile Mobility Challenge it ran for its employees.

The Autolivery idea, one of many submitted by Ford 
employees, focused on the challenge of the ‘last 15 metres’ 
in goods delivery, from kerb to door, with driverless vehicles 
deploying drones when in range of their destination.

Ford intends to have a fully autonomous vehicle for 
commercial application in mobility services, such as ride 
sharing, ride hailing or package delivery fleets, by 2021. 

It also expects continued growth in electrified vehicle offer-
ings, to the point where they outnumber their fossil fuel-
powered alternatives within the next 15 years.

Air and land-based drones are being developed by compa-
nies ranging from online retail giant Amazon to parcel 
delivery firm Hermes.

Hermes is rolling out self-driving robots in London, prom-
ising autonomous deliveries in the borough of Southwark.

The company has partnered with Starship Technologies, 
which has developed a self-driving cool box.

Initially, the trial will allow the delivery firm to offer limited
30-minute time slots for the collection of parcels, either for 
items being returned to retailers or for items being sent by 
small businesses or consumers via myHermes. 

Each of the new drones will be 55cm high by 70cm long 
and can move up to 10kg of parcels. The six-wheeled boxes 
will move at up to 4mph and can be used within a two-mile 
radius of their control centre.

Mercedes-Benz Vans has invested £14.2 million in Starship 
Technologies to trial the last-mile delivery robots. The trials 
and investment follow the launch of a ‘mothership’ concept 
last year in which a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter was converted 
into a mobile loading and transport hub for eight autono-
mous cargo boxes.

Allan Martinson, Starship’s chief operating officer, says: 
“By leaving the door-to-door part to delivery robots, the van 
drivers’ productivity will rise significantly while reducing 
congestion and CO2 emissions.”2

Meanwhile, William Sachiti, the founder of The Academy 
of Robotics, is building Kar-Go, a driverless delivery vehicle 
which aims to remove 98% of the human costs associated 
with the last mile of delivery. 

Flying vehicles are poised to usher in a whole host of new 
business services by 2035 according to Frost & Sullivan, with 
nearly a dozen companies developing concepts.

Among them is Uber Elevate, part of global ride-hailing 
giant Uber, which expects to be running zero-emission, short 
journey, autonomous flights in the USA from 2023.

It aims to start with 50 multi-rotor vertical take-off and 
landing aircraft, travelling between hundreds of city ‘nodes’. 
Passengers and goods would then complete journeys in 
land-based Uber vehicles. 
■ See many of these last mile delivery innovations at Fleet
Management Live on October 3-4 at Birmingham NEC. Go
to www.fleetmanagementlive.co.uk/ to book a free ticket.

Zero emission  
last mile delivery 
wish list
■ Specific access rules for 

electric vehicles for certain 

urban areas such as 

pedestrian zones and other 

restricted areas

■ Access authorisation     

to restricted parking and 

permit bays and for loading 

bays in all central areas

■ Continuity for electric 

vehicle parking and 

stopping areas across     

all boroughs

■ Help in finding logistics 

depots that are reasonably

priced, but centrally

located

■ Dedicated areas 

reserved for sustainable 

logistics, and investments 

in new, suitable inner-city

depots

■ Help developing and 

testing different types of 

suitable technology with 

research funding

■ Help co-ordinating the 

activities around new 

sustainable freight 

programmes

Source: Gnewt Cargo

The Autolivery idea
 was submitted by       

a Ford employee
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Prolonged Tyre
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Improved Turn-In 
and Stability

Excellent Longevity

Confident Ride

Controlled Suspension
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Improved Turn-In 
and Stability

Prolonged Tyre
 Life Prolonged Tyre

 LifeImproved Turn-In 
and Stability

Reduced Vehicle 
Downtime

Confident
 Ride

Excellent Lon
gevity

Polybush cover a range of LCV:

Citroen, Fiat, Ford, Iveco,

Mercedes, Peugeot, VW. 

Save money on parts, 

workshop costs and

downtime.

Stop premature bush fails,

Stop buying costly arms,

Start trusting Polybush. 

Polybush continue to solve 

problems for fleets, get in touch

 today, so we can solve yours.

THE NEW GENERATION ISUZU D-MAX. IT JUST WORKS.

CALL 03303 335126 
OR VISIT ISUZU.CO.UK 
TO BOOK A TEST DRIVE

*3.5 tonne towing applies to all 4x4 models. **125,000 mile/5 year (whichever comes first) warranty applies to all new Isuzu D-Max models. Terms and conditions apply. Visit isuzu.co.uk

#Over 40 MPG figure applies to manual transmission models. MPG figures are official EU test figures for comparative purposes and may not reflect real 
driving results. Official fuel figures for the Isuzu D-Max range in MPG (l/100km): Urban 30.4 - 38.7 (9.3-7.3). Extra Urban 40.9 - 50.4 (6.9 - 5.6). Combined 36.2 
- 45.6 (7.8 - 6.2). CO2 emissions 163 - 205g/km. For full details please contact your local Isuzu dealer or visit isuzu.co.uk

We could explain at a molecular level how 

our all new lighter, more powerful, more fuel 

efficient turbo diesel engine meets Euro 6 

emission standards without the need for AdBlue.

But who has the time?
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Compliance

Do you have an issue that needs resolving?

Get the solution by emailing us at:  
commercialfleet@bauermedia.co.uk 

?

As you can tax a car online using a DVLA ‘V11’ reminder
form we thought you would be able to tax an HGV the
same way but have been unable to find out how?

HGV operators can use the DVLA online taxation service, 
however it can’t yet do all HGV types. So specialist 
vehicles, those previously benefiting from a Reduced 
Pollution Certificate (RPC) will need to go to the Post 

Office. DVLA is still in the process of updating its systems to reflect 
the non-RPC rates but that has not happened for all vehicles so 
problems will arise if an operator tries to re-tax online.

POL (Post Office Licensing) and the fleet scheme are also options, 
Details can be found on the DVLA leaflet INF 269. Section 02 of the 
leaflet goes into detail on how to set up and use these systems.

We have a driver with a 115
code on her driving licence
but we cannot find what this
code refers to. Can you help?

Yes, this code applies if you 
are a registered organ donor 
and have advised the Driver 
and Vehicle Licensing Agency 

(DVLA) accordingly.

One of our drivers has informed us it is illegal for a driver to
wear earphones while driving a vehicle in France. Is the driver
correct?

Yes, a new regulation came into force in 2015 in France that 
forbids all drivers from wearing any device capable of emitting 
sound in their ear. It applies to all road users driving with a 
steering wheel or a handlebar. The regulation applies not only to 

telephone conversations but also to music and radio whenever the sound 
passes through a device in contact with the ears. This requirement 
complements the existing prohibition from using a handheld mobile phone 
while driving and could lead to a fine of €135. 

The regulation does not include systems that do not require an ear bud, 
earpiece or headphone, such as those connected via Bluetooth to the car 
speaker system, or the speaker function on the phone.

Devices fitted in the vehicle or motorcycle helmet, i.e. without an earpiece 
and not requiring handling, remain acceptable while driving. Aids for the 
hard of hearing and those used by emergency vehicles or for driver 
training on motorised two-wheelers are also allowed. 

Both ourselves as a company and some of our drivers have
been approached by other companies offering to set up ‘own
companies’ for the drivers to allow them to take advantage of
tax benefits. Do you know of any issues with this?

HMRC is aware of this practice and has evidence showing that 
companies and individuals are being sold the idea of setting up 
their ‘own companies’ in order to avoid paying tax. These 
targeted companies and individuals are not aware that there is 

legislation in place to prevent this and the companies, individuals and 
agents involved could become subject to investigation with the possible 
outcome being significant tax bills and fines. 

From evidence received, HMRC believes that some companies and   
individuals are being told that anti-avoidance legislation does not apply     
in these cases – it does, so beware.

Q

Q

Q
Q

A

A

A A

QA&
Fleet management is riddled with issues, 
queries and uncertainty, often caused by 
legislation. Eamonn Brennan, FTA manager of 
van information, looks at common questions 
raised by fleets with its member advice clinic
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Rules&
regulations

The FTA looks at the latest   
issues to affect vans and trucks, 
including drivers’ logbook 
recording and the signs to look  
out for when a diversion is in place

When drivers are subject to GB domestic 
drivers’ hours rules and, where it is legally 
required, employers must supply a record book 
having first entered on the front cover the 
employer’s name and operator licence number 
(if applicable). 

If the driver has more than one employer, the 
first employer must issue the book.

The driver should complete the entries on the 
front cover and record on the weekly sheets 
details of each day’s activity. Entries must be in 

ink or ballpoint pen and care should be taken 
that a duplicate copy is made.

When the weekly sheet is completed, the 
driver must return the book to their employer 
within seven days. 

The employer must examine and sign the 
completed sheet, detach the duplicate and 
return the book to the driver before they are 
next on duty. Drivers must only be issued with 
one book at a time.

Completed books have to be kept by the 

driver for a further 14 days after the employer 
has signed the last sheet and should then be 
returned to the employer. The employer must 
keep completed books and the detached copies 
for a further 12 months.

If a driver leaves the employer who issued the 
book, they must return the incomplete book to 
that employer. 

Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) 
enforcement staff and the police have wide 
powers to inspect and copy drivers’ records.

Issue, use and retention of GB domestic drivers’ hours logbooks

SYMBOL SIGNED DIVERSION ROUTES
Have you ever seen little triangles, squares, diamonds and
circles on our road signs and wondered what they were for?
Here are some examples of symbols you might have seen:

These are ‘symbol signed diversion routes’ and are often
displayed when a section of road is closed, perhaps because of
an accident or as part of maintenance of the road network.

As you are diverted off the road, you will see the diversion
sign with a symbol next to it. Different symbols indicate
different routes, so be sure to keep following the same symbol.

Highways England is increasing the number of signed 
diversion routes to help drivers find their way. Where possible
this will include fixed road signs to help direct drivers back
onto the original route.

Driver’s name

Certification by employer

Period covered by sheet

I have examined the entries in this sheet

Signature

Position held

Week commencing (date)

To week ending (date)

Day on which 

duty commenced

Registration no. 

of vehicle(s)

Place where 

vehicle(s) based

Time of going 

on duty

Time of going 

off duty

Time spent 

driving

Time spent 

on duty

Driver’s 

signature

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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FLEET AWARDS
Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Public Sector and Bluelight

2016 winner: Environment Agency

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Business Services

2016 winner: AAH Pharmaceuticals

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Utilities

2016 winner: Electricity North West

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Architecture/Construction

2016 winner: Balfour Beatty Services Division

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Delivery Operator

New category 

Most Improved Commercial Fleet of the Year

2016 winner: Wates

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Safety & Compliance Award

2016 winner: Skanska

Commercial Fleet of the Year –

Environment & Low Carbon Award

2016 winner: South East Coast Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust

Best Livery of the Year

2016 winner: Electricity North West

Best Fleet Customer Service

2016 winner: AAH Pharmaceuticals

 
SUPPLIER AWARDS
Van/Truck Fleet Management Company

of the Year

2016 winner: BT Fleet

Van/Truck Contract Hire & Leasing Company

of the Year

2016 winner: Hitachi Capital Vehicle Solutions

Van/Truck Rental Company of the Year

2016 winner: Europcar

Best New Product or Service

2016 winner: Vision Techniques

Customer Partnership Initiative of the Year

2016 winner: Applied Driving Techniques

Converter of the Year

2016 winner: Qi Van Systems

2017 AWARD CATEGORIES

“We have worked hard 
to ensure our fleet of 

1,200 vehicles is  
both safe and as 
environmentally 

friendly as possible  
to allow our engineers 
to carry out their job 
of keeping the lights  
on across the North 

West. We are 
delighted to receive 

the awards”
Graham Davies, fleet manager  

for Electricity North West  
(Utility fleet of the year and  

best livery of the year)

MANUFACTURER AWARDS
Small Van of the Year

2016 winner: Ford Transit Connect

Medium Panel Van of the Year

2016 winner: Volkswagen Transporter

Large Panel Van of the Year

2016 winner: Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Pick-up of the Year

2016 winner: Toyota Hilux

Low Carbon Truck of the Year

New category

Best Truck Manufacturer Customer

Service & Support

New category

Best Truck Innovation of the Year

New category

HEADLINE AWARDS
Supplier of the Year

2016 winner: BT Fleet

Truck of the Year

New category

Van of the year

New category

Commercial Fleet Manager of the Year

2016 winner: Stewart Lightbody, Anglian Water

Van Fleet Manufacturer of the Year

2016 winner: Mercedes-Benz Vans UK

Truck Fleet Manufacturer of the Year

2016 winner: DAF Trucks

Auditor – Victoria Venning, 
Ernst & Young
Chairman – Christopher Macgowan

FLEET CATEGORIES
Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet
Mark Cartwright, FTA
Darren Bell, Veolia head of fleet

MANUFACTURER CATEGORIES
Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet
Trevor Gehlcken, Commercial Fleet
Andy Picton, Glass’s
Rob Pope, BT Fleet,

Lorna McAtear, Royal Mail

Steve Winter, Centrica

Mark Lovett, LeasePlan

Ken Brown, CAP Red Book editor

Alistair Patterson, National Grid

SUPPLIER CATEGORIES
Stephen Briers, Commercial Fleet

Stewart Lightbody, Anglian Water

Dale Eynon, Environment Agency 

Simon Gray, Mitie

Rory Morgan, Iron Mountain

John Blakeley, Clancy Group

AWARDS JUDGES

LAST 

CHANCE  

TO ENTER

ENTRY DEADLINE SEPTEM
BER 15
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Fleet spotlight: London Borough of Hackney

Introducing more electric vehicles and using biofuels in others... there is little this London 
council won’t try in a bid to reduce its impact on the environment

By Sarah Tooze

he London Borough of Hackney has set 
a target of having more than 40 electric 
vehicles (EVs) on its fleet of 400-plus by 
the end of the 2017/18 financial year, 
with a view to the entire fleet eventually 
becoming electric. 

It also wants to introduce a small 
number of electric pool bikes for journeys where 
the employee does not need to carry anything. 

Norman Harding, corporate fleet manager at 
the London Borough of Hackney, says the council 
is “keen to push the boundaries” and is always 
willing to try different technologies. 

“Hackney Council is really environmentally 
aware,” he says. “It really wants to ensure the 
local residents and community of Hackney have 
the best possible life opportunities – and that 
includes clean air.”

Exactly when the fleet will be 100% electric 
depends on how rapidly the EV market for 
commercial vehicles develops as the majority of 
the council’s fleet is commercial vehicles – it 
currently has 270 vans and 103 HGVs, 16 cars, 
plus plant and wheelchair-accessible buses. 

 “We don’t anticipate it being totally electric for 
probably another 10 years because while tech-
nology is developing all the time and there are 
some manufacturers getting close to making 
electric available for heavy trucks, many of our 
commercial vehicles, such as our refuse trucks, 
our road sweepers and our skip loaders, all 

T
require some additional energy to run the bodies 
as well as the truck chassis,” Harding says. 

The council’s interim solution is to use biofuel 
(see panel overleaf). 

It has had EVs for the past 10 years – its first 
was the Citroën Berlingo Electrique.

It was also among the early adopters of electric 
van conversions, running an electric Peugeot 
Boxer, converted by Allied, about seven years ago. 

“We managed to get grant funding through the 
Cenex programme for the Allied conversion,” 
Harding says. “We had a few teething problems 
to start with – mostly down to technical issues 
with the conversion, which Allied was quite 
responsive to – but once we had ironed those out 
we ran that quite successfully for five years.”

However, that experience has made Harding 
decide it is best, where possible, to “stick with 
global brands rather than smaller company 
conversions” and when the Allied conversion 
reached the end of its lifespan it was replaced 
with the Nissan e-NV200. 

The council has 13 EVs on fleet, including a 
Nissan Leaf and a Peugeot Ion, which it has had 
for the past three or four years. 

The majority of the EVs being added to the fleet 
this year will be Nissan e-NV200s. The council 
has just taken delivery of three, which will be used 
by its courier service for internal post and parcel 
delivery between various buildings, and a further 
14 are on order. 

Two vans will be used by its library service as 

“I think drivers were very surprised just how well EVs 
drive and more and more people are buying into them” 
Norman Harding, London Borough of Hackney

they only travel about 20 miles a day and 
will therefore only need charging a few times a 
week.

The council’s waste supervisors, who 
are responsible for monitoring the quality
of street cleanliness, will also be using electric 
vans. 

The Leaf and Ion are used by Hackney’s street 
team who visit the local community and encourage 
private business and local residents to buy elec-
tric vehicle technology.

Arguably its most high profile EV is a Tesla 
Model S, which was added to the fleet in June last 
year and is primarily used for the speaker’s 
duties.

Harding is keen to stress that the Tesla works 
out cheaper on a total cost of ownership basis and 
is saving the taxpayer money compared to the 
previous executive car, the Mercedes-Benz 
E-Class. 

“When you do the business case, the Tesla is 
more economical to run on a wholelife basis so it 
wins on a financial environment and it thrashes 
all the competition from an environmental point 
of view,” he says. 

“It’s about £2,000 per year cheaper to run than 
the E-Class. That’s largely because of the reduc-
tion in fuel spend because we know exactly how 
much our electricity costs and because we 
charge it up on a smart meter I can calculate to 
the penny how much the Tesla is costing us to 
charge. 

“We had the E-Class on a lease contract over 
four years and our real-world fuel consumption 
was nearer 22mpg, bearing in mind we’re an 
inner London urban local authority so the sort of 
runs it was doing meant it would never get up to 
its optimum fuel consumption figures.”

However, the official range for a pure EV can 
also be unrealistic.

“You have to be really careful when 
you do the business case for an electric 
vehicle that you can make it work finan-

Council is ‘keen to
push the boundaries’
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Norman Harding hopes the 
council’s fleet will be fully 

electric in the next 10 years 
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cially,” Harding says. “If you’re really 
pushing the boundaries of the vehicle’s 
mileage limitations, that brings in an 

element of unreliability to your operations. If the 
manufacturer claims its vehicle has a mileage 
range of 100 miles and you do the business case 
on that figure you could make the financial argu-
ment work. 

“But in real-world driving operations, particu-
larly in the winter when you’re also using energy 
for heating and lighting, it’s unlikely you’re ever 
going to get anywhere near that 100 miles range.

“The best we’ve ever got out of an electric van 
has been about 70 miles. At the moment we’re 
putting vans into service where the day-to-day 
mileage is really low so there are no range issues. 
We know the van will easily do a day’s work and 
get back to its base.

“When you’re working with any alternative tech-
nology you’ve got to match it very carefully to the 
task you expect the vehicle to do otherwise you 
will be setting it up to fail and we don’t want to do 
that.”

He adds: “As long as you’re sensible about what 
you’re trying to do with the vehicle then it will 
work. If you’re a rep constantly doing 200 miles a 
day then it’s not going to work.”

The Government’s plug-in grants (up to £4,500 
off the purchase price of an electric car and up to 
£8,000 off an electric van) have been essential to 
the business case. 

The council has also benefited from the Mayor 
of London’s air quality fund to assist with charging 
infrastructure. 

It has 38 charging points across 13 sites, 
following a formal tender process which it carried 
out with help from Cenex to establish the speci-
fication and conduct site surveys. 

Most are seven kilowatt chargers but, in antici-
pation of larger electric vehicles coming to market 
and joining the fleet over the next 18-to-24 
months, the council has installed a handful of      
22 kilowatt chargers as well.

One problem Harding has encountered is that 
fully loaded vans do not have space for the 
charging cable and it has to be kept in the 
passenger footwell, which isn’t ideal when several 
employees are using the van, but there have been 
no other operational issues. 

Fleet could be fossil-free in 18 months
The London Borough of Hackney has used biofuel 
made from recycled cooking oil in its commercial
vehicles since 2008, cutting its CO2 production by 
around a quarter (24.8%) last financial year. 

It currently has 20 commercial vehicles running  
on a 100% blend (B100) and around 200 on a 30%
blend (B30). 

“Our older fleet used to run happily on 100% 
biofuel but, as we are starting to replace older 
vehicles with the latest emissions criteria Euro 6 
vehicles, the manufacturers’ warranties prevent us 
from running 100% so the ratio of vehicles running 
100% relative to 30% is changing,” Norman   
Harding says. 

He is hoping to start using hydro-treated vegetable 
oil which has shown in an early emissions test in one 
of the council’s refuse trucks to reduce NOx by 
nearly 70%, as well as reducing carbon.

The next steps are to do further emissions testing, 
get support from vehicle manufacturers, develop the 
supply chain and get the fuel “at a realistic price”, 
according to Harding. 

“If hydro-treated vegetable oil does prove to be as 
good as we think, it’s feasible that once I’ve got the 
supply chain set up my whole fleet operation will be
running on a fossil-free fuel,” he says. “This would 
mean either electricity or a waste vegetable oil 
product in 18 months, and that includes plant.”

Drivers have reacted positively. 
“When we introduced electric vehicles we really 

hit that psychological barrier and a lot of people 
wouldn’t even get into an EV but as time has gone 
on a few more of them have ventured into trying 
them,” Harding says. “I think they were very 
surprised just how well they drive and more and 
more people are buying into them and they’re 
quite happy to drive the vehicles.”

To give the council flexibility to replace more of 
its diesel vans with electric, it is switching from
leasing to outright purchase.

“We used to lease light commercial vehicles 
and outright purchase heavy commercial vehicles 
but we’re now moving to outright purchase for 
everything apart from our electric vehicles,” 
Harding says.

“We don’t want to be tied to term contracts so 
when electric vehicle technology comes to the 
point where we can introduce larger vehicles we 
can sell the current diesel vehicles with no finan-
cial penalties that you would have had were you
to have a lease.”

The council is also looking to renew its fleet 
management system which helps it track its 
assets and maintenance costs.

“What we’d like to try to achieve, if we can, is to 
remove all forms of paper from our fleet opera-
tions,” Harding says.

Currently, commercial vehicle drivers fill in a 
defect report form and pass it to their line 
manager. Harding wants to digitise the process 
either using a PDA device or an app on a mobile 
phone, which will directly communicate with the
fleet management system and the maintenance 
department to get a defect fixed.

He also wants to digitise processes in the work-
shop, such as parts allocation and invoices.

With the current fleet management system, the 
workshop staff raise a paper job card, then allo-
cate parts, labour charges and costs to it, close 
the job down and print out an invoice for the end 
user department. Harding wants the new system 
to remove the need to print anything out.

Driving licence checks are already automated 
through LicenceCheck, with licences reviewed 
four times a year to flag up issues or anomalies.

The council has used telematics in its commer-
cial vehicles for a number of years but Harding is 

Fleet spotlight: London Borough of Hackney

now trialling geofencing combined with a speed 
limiter in four of its 3.5 tonne tippers which are 
used by the council’s parks division.

“The road vehicle might have to go into a park 
where there may be lots of people having picnics 
or walking their dogs and what we want to do is 
make it physically impossible for the driver to 
drive any faster than 5mph,” Harding says.  

“What happens, via the telematics system inter-
linked to the speed limiter, as soon as the vehicle 
crosses the threshold, through the geofenced 
system, the speed limiter stops the vehicle from 
exceeding 5mph.”

If the trial proves successful Harding will look 
to roll it out to other vehicles that work in poten-
tially high risk areas.

The council also has a four-camera recordable 
system from Innovative Safety Systems fitted to 
most of its wheelchair accessible buses and 34 of 
its heavy trucks. Norman plans to fit it to a further 
15 trucks once funding has been secured. 
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The cameras are used in conjunction with a 
cycle safety audible warning device.

“We’ve run trials before where the sonar senses 
were going off all the time when the trucks went 
close to parked cars in narrow streets but this 
system doesn’t work like that, it’s much more 
intelligent,” Harding says.

“If you’ve got a stationary object, or even a 
moving one, if the truck is moving faster than the 
moving object it makes the assumption the driver 
has seen it because he’s passing it. 

“But if the truck is stationary because the driver 
is loading, like picking up bins, or sitting at a set 
of traffic lights and a pedestrian or a cyclist 
comes down the inside of the truck, the system 
may kick in.”

The truck has a number of sensors down its 
side and if the pedestrian or cyclist is moving 
faster than the truck the first sensor picks up on  
it but doesn’t alert the driver. Then the second one 
senses it and says, ‘hang on a minute, my 

companion just sensed that’ it then sends an 
audible warning to the driver and the camera 
picks up the image on the near side camera.

Harding is taking steps to improve safety for 
vulnerable road users in light of the Mayor of 
London’s consultation on a star rating for HGVs 
– the so-called Direct Vision Standard (DVS), 
which could see 0-star rated HGVs banned or 
restricted from entering London from 2020, and 
by 2024 only those rated 3 star, or above, allowed 
into the city.

Already 80% of the council’s 18-tonne trucks 
have low entry, high visibility cabs and Harding 
plans to convert the remainder when the vehicles 
are due for replacement.

Organisation London Borough of Hackney

Corporate fleet manager Norman HardingCorporate fleet manager
Fleet size 470 vehicles – 16 cars, 270 vans, 102 HGVs, 32 

wheelchair-accessible buses, 50 items of road registered plant

Funding method outright purchase and leased 

Replacement cycle four years 

Factfile

Retreaded tyres 
cut down costs
Hackney Council uses retreaded – also known as 
remoulded – tyres on all trucks.

“A remoulded tyre is probably between a third 
and half the cost of a brand new one,” Norman 
Harding says. “Because of the sort of speeds 
and environment we work in there are no safety 
issues with using a remoulded tyre and they are
all manufactured to a British standards mark.”

There are also environmental benefits with
reduced CO2 emissions from tyre production. 

Bridgestone estimates that it takes 26 litres of
oil to produce a retread, compared to 83 litres 
for a new tyre, and up to 20kg of steel per tyre 
is re-used.

Norman Harding with an 
e-NV200 – one of the 13    

electric vehicles currently    
on the council’s fleet  



The ART report is based on Volvo’s own accident investiga-
tions and on data from various national and European 
authorities.

ART has been investigating and analysing accidents 
involving trucks since 1969, and the team noted in the report: 
“In the past decade the number of serious road accidents 
involving heavy trucks has been almost halved in Europe 
although truck accidents involving vulnerable road users 
have not been reduced to the same extent.” 

About 35% of people suffering serious injuries or fatalities 
in accidents involving heavy trucks are vulnerable road users 
and, as noted in the report, with the increasing pace of 
urbanisation and more people and vehicles on the roads, 
there is a risk injuries will increase if no action is taken. 

More than 26,000 people are killed on European roads 
every year (and 1.2m accidents – the equivalent to 10 air 
crashes a day as Volvo put it). Of these, 90% are attributed 
to human error, 30% environment and 10% the vehicle. 
Fifteen per cent involve trucks.

The assessment of the accidents, said that while truck and 
car occupant injuries were reasonably static or decreasing, 
vulnerable road user injuries/deaths were on the increase 
from around 20% in 2013 to 35% in 2017.

So it comes as little surprise that one of the report’s main 
conclusions is the need for greater focus on reducing risks 
for vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, cyclists, 
moped riders and motorcyclists.
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MAKING LIFE SAFER FOR    
VULNERABLE ROAD USERS
Volvo Trucks undertakes European-wide accident study 
to help reduce road transport injuries and fatalities

By Tim Campbell

olvo Trucks has recently undertaken research 
projects to look at the whole question of road 
safety. Two major reports have resulted. 

One examines various UK and European 
road user data encompassing accident 
analysis and general road transport data; the 
second gauges public perceptions towards 

heavy goods vehicles (HGVs). 
Under the direction of Carl Johan Almqvist, traffic and 

product safety director at Volvo Trucks, and its Accident 
Research Team (ART) the first report studied the data and 
reached a series of conclusions aimed at making European 
roads safer.

For the second, under the ‘Road Safety is Down to us All’ 
banner, Volvo commissioned an online study covering a 
representative sample of 2,095 UK adults including car, lorry, 
van and bus drivers, motorcyclists and cycle users. The goal 
was to understand attitudes towards HGVs, with a particular 
focus on safety, truck driver behaviour and the truck’s contri-
bution to everyday life. 

Manufacturer spotlight: Volvo Trucks

V
90%
of road deaths attributed 
to human error

26,000
People killed on European 
roads every year

Carl Johan Almqvist 

directed the Accident 

Research Team’s report
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What does come as a big surprise is the number of Euro-
pean truck drivers who still insist on NOT wearing their 
seatbelt. “The report reveals that far too many truck drivers 
don’t use their seatbelts even though we know that half of 
the unbelted truck drivers who have died in road accidents 
would have survived, had they been wearing their seatbelts,” 
Almqvist explains.

Volvo’s ‘Road Safety is Down to us All’ report
This report focused on the perceptions and attitudes towards 
trucks from all road users and showed one of the main 
concerns from road users (50%) was not being seen when 
driving near trucks. It also found the majority of road users 
(76%) felt we are all responsible for keeping UK roads safe 
with 31% saying road users themselves can be the problem 
as they can view each other as rivals which can compromise 
road safety.

Unsurprisingly a large number of cyclists (77%) felt unsafe 
on the roads although many other road users (63%) believe 
cyclists can be the cause of risk to others. The public agrees, 
with 55% saying that cyclists need to take responsibility for 
their own safety. 

Interestingly, half the road users said they expected truck 
drivers to take greater care in making the road a safer place 
and this could explain why more than a third believed that 
due to the lorry size, their drivers seem inconsiderate 
towards road users.

As for increasing road use, 92% agreed that an increased 
number of freight services is needed to suit modern life, 
despite some having a fear of trucks. The public generally 
doesn’t feel the same way about the drivers themselves. 
Almost all respondents broadly agreed that truck driving 
requires significant skills and training (96%), with few (21%) 
showing mistrust in a truck driver’s attention to the road. 
Some (15%) have no concern when passing a lorry while 
even fewer (8%) worry about insecure loads or poorly main-
tained equipment (4%). 

Single roads cause the most fear with 75% feeling more 
at risk on them than motorways, and almost half agree that 
dedicated truck lanes are a good idea to improve road safety 
– something the Government would need to initiate. 

But 40% believed the Government is not doing enough to 
create safer roads. To help road haulage a third of people 
agreed limitations to road access times for trucks could help
by only allowing them on the roads at night. 

Training appears to be pitched just right with a balance of 
those believing truck drivers have sufficient training and 
those that disagree.

The Volvo Trucks solution
In the first instance, Volvo has been pioneering a number of 
driver training campaigns – not only for truck drivers but for 
cyclists and pedestrians under the ultimate goal of zero 
accidents. The ‘See and Be Seen’ programme, for instance, 
which will be rolled out in the UK this year, aims to help 
vulnerable road users better understand how to interact 
safely with trucks on the road. 

The programme focuses on how important it is for cyclists 
and pedestrians to make themselves visible to truck drivers 

and other road users by maintaining both eye contact and a 
safe distance from the vehicle. To help, they launched new 
cabs specifically to improve driver visibility with extra-large 
windows, slim designs for enhanced rear-view mirror effec-
tiveness and night mode for improved visibility in the dark. 
Volvo also has full-size three axis flight simulators-style 
testing beds to monitor driver behaviour and test intelligent 
safety systems including:

n Adaptive cruise control, active cruise control 
n Collision warning with emergency brake
n Driver alert support
Volvo also believes one of the hot topics – autonomous 

trucks – brings three key drivers into the equation: produc-
tivity, energy efficiency and, importantly, safety. At a recent
event it gave a glimpse of the future for autonomous refuse
vehicles with a single driver/operator demonstration based 
on a Renova body in a mock-up series of streets in the R&D 
centre complete with wheelie bins.

“The refuse truck we are testing continuously monitors its 
surroundings and immediately stops if an obstacle suddenly 
appears on the road,” says Almqvist. 

The first time the automated refuse truck is used in a new 
area, it is driven manually while the on-board system 
constantly monitors and maps the route with the help of 
sensors and GPS technology. 

The next time the truck enters the same area, it knows 
exactly which route to follow and at which bins it has to stop. 

At the first stop with the automated system activated, the 
driver climbs out of the cab, goes to the rear of the truck, 
brings out the wheelie-bin and empties it exactly the way the 
job is done today by operating the relevant controls. 

When the operation is completed, the truck automatically 
reverses to the next bin upon receiving the driver’s command 
and the driver walks the same route the truck takes.

“By reversing the truck, the driver can constantly remain 
close to the compactor unit instead of having to repeatedly 
walk between the rear and the cab every time the truck is 
on the move it also reduces the risk of work-related injuries 
such as strain on the knees and other joints,” says Hans 
Zachrisson, strategic development manager at Renova.
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“Half of the unbelted truck drivers who have 
died in road accidents would have survived, 
had they been wearing their seat belts”
Carl Johan Almqvist, Volvo Trucks

75%
of those surveyed feel 
more at risk on single lane
roads (than on motorways)

92%
felt an increase in freight 
services is needed 

A simulator monitors 
driver behaviour and 

tests intelligent 
safety systems



Driving Business magazine
This quarterly magazine is sent to managing directors and finance directors at 
25,000 small to medium enterprises (SMEs) that are running fewer than 50 
vehicles. Focusing on the key elements of running cars and vans, Driving  
Business provides practical advice to reduce cost and improve safety with a 
minimum of time and effort.

Fleet News magazine
The leading business publication for the fleet sector, offering 
insight, analysis, best practice and in-depth profiles of fleets 
and suppliers every fortnight. But don’t take our word for it: 
96% of readers say Fleet News is the most useful fleet 
publication (Fleet News reader survey). Every issue is packed 
with information that helps companies to run efficient and 
effective fleets – and our readership of 16,000 is restricted to 
named decision-makers, running fleets of 10-plus vehicles.

Commercial Fleet magazine
Commercial Fleet offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 
key topics such as operations, safety, remarketing and the envi-
ronment. Case studies in every issue provide best practice advice 
to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 
by the commercialfleet.org website and events.

Websites and newsletters
The Fleet News website is an extensive library of best practice advice, fleet 
case studies, news and tools. Compare car and van running costs, check how 
much tax employees will pay and find out which models use the least fuel 
with our easy-to-use tools. We also send Ignition, a monthly newsletter which 
contains car reviews and interviews not included with our print magazine.

 offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 

to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 



Bespoke publications
Magazines, supplements, brochures and digital products are produced for 

commercial partners. These bespoke publications inform fleets about 

companies and topics relevant to their business. They include manufacturer 

and supplier reports, in which Fleet News journalists interview key personnel 

to unearth the developments of interest to fleet operators.

Best practice guides
Special supplements that complement the magazine, our best practice guides 

look at areas that are core to fleet management or which are topical, such as 

electric vehicles. They provide you with the knowledge you need to make the 

right decisions. We also publish reports into the Fleet200, which analyse the 

UK’s biggest fleets, and the FN50 contract hire and leasing sector.

Fleet events
Fleet News events are the biggest and best in the sector. Our annual awards 

night attracts more than 1,500 people; the FN50 Dinner sees 950 leasing, 

manufacturer, rental and supplier companies networking and Commercial Fleet 

Summit provide insight into key areas of fleet operation; monthly roundtables 

enable 10-15 fleets to discuss issues and share solutions.

Van Fleet Insight

Brought to you by FleetNews

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability
Fit for purpose

Improve your  

business with the 

right van choice 

Fleet best practice profiles

Kwik Fit and  

Stannah share their 

tips for success 

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability

Fleet Leasing magazine
Fleet Leasing provides insight and analysis to board level executives, senior 

management and regional sales staff at contract hire and leasing companies. 

Its objective is to inform and educate about fleet trends, new models and 

technological developments, once a quarter, supported by a website regularly 

updated with the latest leasing news.
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IMPROVED SAFETY DOESN’T 
JUST HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT

There are many organisations out there ready and willing to help a company 
improve its safety standards by sharing best practice and setting high        
standards. We look at some of them and what they bring to the table 

By Matt de Prez

mproving the safety and compliance of your fleet can save your business 
money, help it build stronger commercial relationships and improve the 
working conditions of your drivers.

The focus on road safety is cascading throughout all levels of the 
industry – be it van or truck – and there is increasing pressure on all 
fleets to comply with the very highest standards.

Many companies, for example, need to prove their fleet safety creden-
tials before they are even awarded contracts.

Thankfully, there is a huge network of support that has been built and 
developed over a period of more than 100 years to help reduce the number 
of casualties and collisions on our roads and improve the professionalism of 
the industry.

We take a look at a handful of the organisations which you are likely to 
encounter, outline what they do and how they can help you. Some are volun-
tary and some are required by law.

Whether they campaign for tougher regulations, share best practice or 
offer training and accreditation, all of them have played a part in improving 
the safety of fleets across the country.

Insight: Fleet safety

I

“A big step toward making our roads 
safe for all users is awareness and 
preparedness, and we believe the   
best way to do this is to keep our 
members educated and informed” 
Colin Snape, RHA

Royal Society for the Prevention 
of Accidents (RoSPA)
For almost 100 years RoSPA has been working to change both 
legislation and attitudes surrounding accidents. 

As a registered charity, it performs varied activities including 
campaigning, research, influencing legislation, informing and 
educating, auditing and providing consultancy to businesses.

Initiatives include the compulsory wearing of seatbelts, the campaign 
to stop drink-driving and the more recent ban on using hand-held 
mobile phones behind the wheel.

For fleet managers the charity offers a range of training programmes,
including driver and transport manager Certificate of Professional
Competence (CPC) and advanced driving.

Andrew Love, fleet audit consultant at RoSPA, says: “Our Driver
Profiler 4 tool focuses on distractions, speed, co-operation, dealing 
with pressure, violations and journey planning. It is designed to
measure the attitude and behaviour of drivers via questions designed 
by RoSPA’s in-house road safety experts, through investigation of the 
individual’s history and the type of driving they do.”

The organisation also helps companies identify gaps in their 
Managing Occupational Road Risk policies. 

“We aren’t just looking at drivers and their training, but also
management systems, policy implementation, behaviour and planning,” 
says Love.
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Road Haulage Association (RHA) Traffic Commissioner
The Road Haulage Association (RHA) is a trade association dedicated solely to the 
needs of UK road transport operators. 

It provides its members with advice, information and guidance, plus up-to-the-
minute research and a code of conduct. More than 6,000 companies are registered 
with the RHA, operating 80,000 HGVs.

The RHA offers a range of products and services including training, legal services 
and insurance. 

Its helpline deals with more than 21,000 calls a year, assisting members with 
compliance and efficient operation.

Colin Snape, deputy policy director at RHA, says: “A big step toward making our 
roads safe for all users is awareness and preparedness, and we believe the best way
to do this is to keep our members educated and informed.”

Its lobbying function gives RHA members the opportunity to shape those policies 
that impact on their livelihood. 

Snape says: “We have been campaigning to ensure fair rates for overnight and meal
allowances, to ensure that drivers spending long periods on the road are as 
comfortable as possible. 

“We encourage drivers to eat as healthily as possible so as to avoid some of the 
most common problems facing long-haul drivers, such as obesity and inertia. 

“We are also aiming to offer support to drivers who are suffering from post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in the aftermath of traffic accidents.”

The RHA also works with local authorities on campaigns designed to make drivers 
aware of the dangers of using a phone at the wheel, and how the risk of accidents is 
so much higher when they’re driving distracted. 

Traffic commissioners (TCs) provide two key services to truck operators and
drivers: upholding fair competition and acting as gatekeepers to the industry. 

In 2015/16, staff working on behalf of the traffic commissioners processed
more than 14,500 licence applications, supported 1,557 public inquiries by 
TCs and Deputy TCs and closed more than 11,000 conduct cases into the 
vocational licences held by professional truck, bus and coach drivers.

“Our independent status is valued by industry and there is widespread
support to keep our decision-making functions separate from enforcement 
agencies and government. Our independence is also recognised by higher 
courts,” says Richard Turfitt, senior traffic commissioner.

Traffic commissioners are working towards two primary objectives: to 
deliver a modern, effective operator licensing regime and promoting a safe
road transport industry which supports compliance, fair competition and 
protects the environment.

Turfitt says: “While I will work with the TC Board to make sure we fulfil
our duties as regulators, the industry has its own role to play in road safety 
and fair competition. The past year saw the haulage industry in the national 
news as a result of poor maintenance.

 “The responsible bodies need to identify these operators and drivers
promptly. As regulators, we are working to make sure our public inquiry time
is available to deal with those cases urgently. That is why TCs have 
introduced new procedures to take the less serious cases away from full
hearings. This work is still in its infancy but I also want us to open up our 
experience of risk-based decision-making when targeting our interventions.”
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Insight: Fleet safety

Freight Transport 
Association (FTA)
Companies moving goods by road, sea, rail or air can access support 
from the Freight Transport Association (FTA). For road fleet operators
it has two distinct schemes: Van Excellence and Truck Excellence.

James Hookham, deputy chief executive of the FTA, says: “We
broke new ground with van excellence. It was an attempt to define
what good looks like in the LCV sector, outside of O-licencing. That 
was really driven by fleet operators saying they want to distinguish 
themselves from ‘white van man’.”

The FTA got together with some of the UK’s biggest fleets to
develop the accreditation process and define a standard.

Hookham says: “A lot of fleet managers have said it helps       
them drive the necessary changes in behaviour and ownership         
of responsibility down through the business.”

There are now more than 130 fleets in van excellence and the
organisation has gone on to develop Truck Excellence.

Hookham says: “Our members told us they want recognition for
having an O-licence.”

Truck Excellence is a unique scheme which ensures operators are
fully compliant with all aspects of O-licence.

“It’s all very well asking have you got an O-licence, but then we 
need to show evidence that the traffic commissioner would expect to
see. Sometimes that’s not there.

“If you join the scheme you get the helping hand to get you through
the compliance and ensure you adhere to it,” Hookham explains.

The FTA is now developing the accreditation to allow operators     
to achieve Earned Recognition from the DVSA when it goes live later 
this year.

“Our future role and strategy will be around Earned Recognition. 
We want DVSA to be able to switch to looking at non-compliant
operators,” says Hookham.

DVSA
The Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency 
(DVSA) is responsible for all legal 
compliance in relation to vehicles.  
From driver licences and Certificates  
of Professional Competence (CPCs) to 
vehicle MOTs.

This year, the DVSA is launching 
Earned Recognition, a scheme to help 
differentiate between those operators 
that are compliant with O-licence 
requirements and those that aren’t.

Gordon MacDonald, DVSA head of 
enforcement policy, says: “For DVSA, 
earned recognition is very much
recognition of exemplar leaders whose 
compliance systems and standards 
already meet our highest standards. We
hope it acts as inspiration to companies
whose systems don’t already meet 
those standards.” 

The DVSA wants to categorise 
organisations in terms of risk. By
awarding earned recognition to part of 
the industry it can concentrate 
resources on those who pose the most 
danger to road users.

“We appreciate that we can’t do this 
ourselves. It’s a massive undertaking. 
This needs to be a collaborative 
approach where DVSA works together 
with operators, compliance system 
providers and auditors to maximise the
benefits to all,” MacDonald adds.

Earned Recognition is a voluntary 
scheme holders of O-licences can apply 
for. There are terms and conditions that 
the operator must prove are being met. 
If all credentials are passed at audit 
then the operator will gain exemption 
from roadside checks.

Brake 
Brake is a charity which promotes road 
safety awareness, safe and sustainable road 
use, and effective road safety policies.

It spreads best practice through 
campaigns, community education, 
information and advice for organisations 
operating fleets of vehicles and its annual 
Road Safety Week. Brake also provides 
support to victims of road collisions.

Brake chief executive Mary Williams says: 
“We are still at the beginning of the battle 
against lack of interest from many 
organisations in road risk management. 
There are many out there that are doing very 
little. We need to be a little bit pragmatic 
and recognise there is more to be done.

 “We’re not about compliance, we are 
about road risk management and corporate 
social responsibility across the piece in 
terms of operation of vehicles.”

She adds:“It’s not just about safety but 
also sustainability. We look particularly at 

procurement and maintenance. We also look 
at the value of reducing journeys and 
making sure they are appropriately managed 
in terms of routing and content, but also 
opportunities using other modes or vehicle 
types.”

The charity wants to become increasingly 
globally positioned and is developing a 
standards committee to develop some 
minimum fleet safety standards that can be
implemented worldwide.

“The challenges of managing driver 
behaviour are notoriously difficult but the 
fleet sector is an area where people can be 
influenced and managed in their driving 
habits both through organisational regulation 
and through technology,” says Williams.

“I think our role working with fleets is 
more important than ever because of the 
moral high-ground that we bring to it 
especially around corporate social 
responsibility.” 
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Fleet Operator Recognition 
Scheme (FORS)

The in-house or outsource debate

The Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) is an accreditation 
scheme open to all commercial fleets looking to operate in a
safer manner.

Operators can apply for Bronze, Silver or Gold accreditation but 
awards are only made following a successful audit.

It currently has 4,600 members, 200 of which have achieved the 
highest Gold standard.

A number of businesses now specify FORS accreditation as a 
requirement for any contractors looking to work with them.

FORS director John Hix says: “We set ourselves apart from 
lobbying organisations or trade associations. We are, first and 
foremost, about setting and upholding standards in order to drive 
safety and efficiency.

“Our members have exclusive access to a number of great 
benefits, including funded training and support tools to help them 
attain and maintain their accreditation. We also have a governance 
board, which is made up of industry experts to help us focus on 
how we should be adapting to further benefit our members.”

FORS members have access to FORS Professional, a training 
programme that encompasses the scheme’s three core principles 
of best practice in safety, efficiency and environmental protection. 

The programme includes training courses, regional workshops, 
eLearning, practical toolkits, guides and advice.

Hix adds: “The scheme aims to help operators implement best
practice. We work hard with our members to help them reach the
highest standards of efficiency and safety within their operations. 

“We also encourage progression, by showing our members how 
to carefully monitor their own standards. They can improve and 
work their way through the different levels of membership, from 
Bronze to Silver and on to Gold.”

TOP TIPS FOR AN EFFECTIVE AND ROBUST 
ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT POLICY

ounting pressure on fleets to 
improve driver behaviour and 
reduce accidents has led to many 
accident management policies 
becoming more proactive.

But, even with the highest levels of 
compliance and training, accidents do still 
happen and it’s crucial you have a robust 
reactive policy in place to protect your 
driver, your vehicle and, ultimately, your 
entire business.

The Golden Hour
It’s crucial drivers know they must call in 
any incident immediately – ideally within an 
hour. “Once you’ve been involved in a colli-
sion there is a whole industry out there 
trying to make money from that collision,” 
says Andy Price, principal motor risk 
consultant at Zurich.

Getting to the third party first allows you 
to control their replacement vehicle 
requirement, deal with any potential injury 
claim and ultimately manage costs.

Capture evidence
Information relating to the accident will be 
vital when assessing claims, especially if 
there is a dispute over liability.

The driver should be equipped to photo-
graph the scene and be aware of what 
evidence to collect.

“We are trialling forward-facing cameras. 
We’ve found camera evidence has been very 
useful,” says Keith Cook, deputy financial 
controller at Computacenter.

Graham Bellman, fleet director at Travis 
Perkins, adds: “We are about to roll out an 
app which takes the very basic details and 
reminds the driver what they need. The 
more we can help prompt drivers to gather 
that information the better.”

Make your policy stick
No matter how well written your policy is, 
if your drivers don’t understand it or follow 

it then all your hard work will go to waste.
Clare Cain, group risk manager at Kelly 

Group, says: “If drivers don’t want to follow 
the policy then I will remove them. I have 
that level of buy-in from the managers 
which allows me to make that call.

Cook adds: “We charge our drivers an 
excess for damage, but we halve it if it’s 
reported within 24 hours. If they report 
within an hour there is no charge.” 

Getting back on the road
If your vehicle is on the road then it’s prob-
ably costing your business money for every 
minute that it’s not moving. 

Someone somewhere is likely waiting for 
that vehicle or driver to arrive, so having a 
replacement vehicle provision is key.

Rental companies can provide replace-
ment vehicles, usually within two hours, to 
keep your fleet on the move.  

“Many of the newer, flexi-rental and mini-
lease offerings on the market do not 
provide a replacement vehicle as standard,” 
warns David Brennan, CEO at Nexus 
Vehicle Rental.

Long-term welfare of your driver
Collisions don’t just affect us physically so 
it’s important that you offer drivers a 
support network in the aftermath.

Nick Williams, RAC Accident Manage-
ment managing director, says too many 
companies just focus on the bent metal and 
vehicle damage.

Bellman says: “We have a big support 
mechanism within the business; there is 
everything from counselling through to 
post-incident assessments, debriefs and 
training.” 

Cain adds: “You have to offer support 
following an accident, not just to improve 
the driver’s skills but also to ensure they 
aren’t suffering from stress of depression. 
Even if the accident isn’t their fault, it can 
still have profound consequences.”

M

Deciding who is responsible for handling 
accidents is the first hurdle when looking   
at accident management.

There is a wide range of providers who will 
offer varied packages to suit your needs. 
Fleets can opt for partial or fully outsourced 
models dependent on their requirements.

The RAC’s Nick Williams says: “Accident 
management experts will know exactly what
actions to take following an incident. They 
will not only be able to help you with the 
administrative burden and control accident 
spend via their supply chain, they will also 

help you build a picture of what you are 
spending and where.”

Keith Cook of Computacenter adds: “We’ve 
outsourced accident management for a long 
time. Purely because it needs specialist 
knowledge – I’d far rather pay somebody 
that’s got the skills to handle that.”

But Kelly Group’s Clare Cain handles 
everything in-house, including repairing the
third party vehicle. “We know our drivers, 
we want to have that first conversation with 
them and we want to have full control over 
that claim,” she explains.
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Used van values steady but 
market pressures continue

Advertisement feature

A
verage light commercial 

vehicle values remained 

steady during June, with 

the headline value rising by just 

£7 over the month, although 

both fleet and lease and dealer 

part-exchange values fell.  

Nearly-new values improved 

after falling back last month, 

although model mix is crucial in 

this low volume sector.

Year-on-year values remain 

well ahead, up by £551, 

equivalent to a 9.3% increase 

over the period. Average age 

and mileage continued to 

decline, reflecting the growing 

share of corporate stock sold as 

well as the higher volumes of 

younger rental stock seen over 

recent months.

Fleet and lease
The fleet and lease sector saw 

average values remain static, 

with a negligible £5 average 

decline in value from May.  

Retained value against MRP 

(Manufacturer Recommended 

Price) improved marginally to 

36.64%. Year-on-year, values 

were up by £420 (6.2%), with 

average age and mileage 

declining when compared to the 

same period in 2016. 

Part-exchange
Having improved quite 

sharply in May, average part-

exchange LCV values fell back 

in June, falling by £83 (2.0%) to 

£4,062. Year-on-year, values 

were up by £284 (7.5%) as 

comparative age and mileage 

figures fell.

Nearly-new
Nearly-new LCV values 

improved by £448 (3.4%) in 

June, although as always, this 

has to be taken in the context 

of the very low volumes 

reaching the market and the 

model mix factor, as well as 

the continuing availability of 

‘new shape’ commercial 

vehicle models reaching the 

used market.  

June 2017

June 2016

£6,754

£7,174

Fleet/leasing

59,686

61,089

39.34

40.00

£3,778

£4,062

85,285

91,061

79.61

82.55

Part-exchange

June 2017

June 2016

Nearly new

May 2016

12,279

8.45

Average age (months)
Average mileage
Average value

Year-on-year values remain well ahead, up by £551

All LCVs 2016-2017
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Insight: Remarketing

By Trevor Gehlcken

he summer heatwave was matched by the average 
price of used vans in June, as the big auction compa-
nies reported healthy year-on-year rises.

Manheim saw the average selling price for vans 
sold at its auctions rise by 8.5% year-on-year in June, 

to £5,121.98.
De-fleeted volumes were expected to soften over the 

summer months and in fact they reduced by 12% in June, 
with a year-on-year reduction of 4% against May 2016.

Matthew Davock, head of LCV at Manheim, said: “Overall 
performance in June was very encouraging and when 
comparing month-on-month and year-on-year statistics, 
this further demonstrates we are witnessing a super-heated 
market place in what, historically, can be a challenging 
period.”

On average, vans sold at Manheim in June were four 
months younger than a year ago, with an average age of 61
months, and average mileage was down 4.3% year-on-year 
to 76,934. However, since January the average age and 
mileage continues to rise month-on-month.  

Davock said: “The 2017 marketplace continues to show 
strength and consistency, but month-on-month volume 
levels are proving very difficult to predict what will happen 
next. With two quarters complete, who would have predicted 
the volume shifts we have witnessed, record de-fleeted 
volumes during Q1, followed by a staggering 27% less 
volume when you compare Q2 against Q1’s marketplace?

“The first half of 2017 has been incredible. Feedback from 
buyers in June was mainly positive, with many reporting 
good retail activity and June being the strongest retail month
of Q2 compared to a reported slower April and May period. 

“Overall, June provided strong and positive buyer activity 
in our online and auction lanes, physical buyer base attending 
sales increased by 8% and our online attendees have shown 

T
16% uplift against May’s numbers.  

“The marketplace remains positive and looking ahead, I 
predict de-fleeted volumes to be similar to June. If retail 
activity continues as expected, this will further fuel what 
could be the strongest and very much super-heated summer 
marketplace on record.”

At BCA, year-on-year values remain well ahead, up by 
£551, equivalent to a 9.3% increase over the period. Average 
age and mileage continued to decline, reflecting the growing 
share of corporate stock sold as well as the higher volumes
of younger rental stock seen over recent months. 

BCA LCV operations director Duncan Ward commented: 
“History shows us that the commercial vehicle market typi-
cally slows over the summer months and we would expect 
to see pressure continuing on average values between now 
and the new registration plate in September.  

“While average selling price appears resilient, this is 
largely due to the influence of a younger, lower mileage 
profile of vehicles currently reaching the market and the 
growing volume of corporate stock handled by BCA.

“The model mix continues to change as rental volumes 
ease and 4x4 double-cab volumes continue to rise. This 
sector continues to experience price pressure and this can 
make guide values look overly optimistic. Condition and 
specification remain as important as ever and sellers should 
be aware that it is vital to appraise and value vehicles accu-
rately to reflect current market sentiment.”

Steve Botfield, senior editor, commercial vehicles and 
motorcycles at CAP Red Book, said with a bank holiday at 
the end of May, most of the schools closed for the summer 
half-term holidays and a general election to boot, a certain 
amount of disruption to businesses was perhaps to be 
expected in June. 

He said: “From our perspective, as we toured the 
country attending auctions, it certainly seemed like 

9.3%
year-on-year increase in 

average selling prices at BCA
y -on-y

average selling prices at BCA
y -on-y

BOON IN JUNE SEES PRICES PICK 
UP AFTER TWO SLOW MONTHS 
One auction expert says this could be the strongest super-heated summer marketplace on record 

For the latest news on 
the remarketing sector, 
visit commercialfleet.

org/remarketing

Online
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“While average selling price 
appears resilient, this is 
largely due to the influence 
of a younger, lower mileage 
profile of vehicles reaching 
the market”  
Duncan Ward, BCA

“Attendance levels were 
certainly lower at many of 
the auctions we attended 
in the first couple of weeks 
of June, but they did pick 
up considerably”  
Steve Botfield, CAP Red Book

“There is great pressure on 
vendors to supply quality 
stock valued in line with 
market expectations. 
Demand for tired and 
damaged stock is limited”  
Andy Picton, Glass’s Guide

What the experts say

a month of two halves. Similar to the morning after 
the election as political pundits tried to make sense 
of ‘what just happened’, we, too, were baffled trying 

to make sense over what we were witnessing at auctions 
and where the used van market was heading.

“The attendance levels were certainly lower at many of the 
auctions we attended during the first couple of weeks of June 
but they did pick up considerably as the month progressed.

“We couldn’t help but notice the wildly conflicting reports 
over attendance levels and bidding activity at different sales 
across the country, even at auctions held on the same day. 
However, as the month progressed, we began to see a 
marked improvement in sales volume and only a marginal 
downturn in market prices. The overall weighted average 
performance across all LCV sectors was down by around 
1% with attendance levels and bidding activity remaining 
patchy throughout the month.”

Botfield added: “As we head toward the mid-point of the 
year the rate at which three- to four-year-old used LCV stock 
is entering the wholesale market does not appear to reflect 
the historic growth in new registrations as reported by the 
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT). This is 
fuelling speculation that leasing companies are moving away 
from the traditional three-year leasing model or that opera-
tors are holding back on vehicle replacement and extending 
contracts due to the current economic climate.”

Andy Picton, chief commercial vehicle editor at Glass’s 
Guide, said June saw a 1.2% month-on-month reduction in 
the volumes sold at auction. However, this was 0.9% up on 
the same point last year. Some 71.7% of these sold at the 
first time of asking (69.7% – June 2016) reflecting an over-
supply of stock to the marketplace and a quieter summer 
period, where only the very best stock is in demand. 

Average stock age for those sold in June reduced slightly 
from 62.2 months in May to 61.3 months and now stands at 
nearly six months younger than at the same point last year. 
Average mileage of those sold stood at 72,943 miles, down 
from 74,730 miles last month and more than 4,300 miles 
lower than last June. 

The average sales price increased by more than 2.0% in
June and now stands at in excess of 28% of its original cost 
new, while year-on-year prices reflect an increase of 8.7% 
or an extra £451. 

Picton said: “With supplies of stock to the auctions contin-
uing to rise, there is great pressure on vendors to supply 
quality stock valued in line with market expectations. 
Demand for tired and damaged stock is limited, while the 

Fall in LVC sales not a cause for concern
Alex Wright, MD of Shoreham Vehicle   
Auctions (SVA), has told sellers the fall in    
new light commercial sales is nothing to be 
frightened of.

New LCV sales up to 3.5-tonnes GVW have 
fallen by 5% (7,689 units) in the first five 
months of 2017 as expanding smaller 
companies which are concerned at the 
outcome of the election and Brexit are 
spending £10,000-£15,000 on a good quality 
used van rather than buying or financing
£25,000-30,000 to buy a new one.

This spells good news for the used market 
as the demand for one- to three-year-old used 
LCVs is set to grow over the coming two years 
until the true results of Brexit are realised.

Wright said: “The light commercial market is 
well tuned to the current economy such as low 
interest rates, low unemployment figures, 
higher inflation and a falling Sterling. These 
current economic factors plus the election and 
Brexit are all enough for an SME to switch 
from a new to a used purchase for the time 
simply to manage their risk.

“Cashflow is king and they are able to 
change their purchasing decisions swiftly to
protect their cash in the bank but not
preventing them growing their businesses.” 

Wright said the good news is that there are

no signs of larger companies either putting 
new van purchases on hold or dramatically
increasing their used replacement cycles as 
they did between 2009 and 2013. 

SVA is still seeing a steady flow of three-   
to four-year-old used ex-fleet stock coming 
into the market, which will help satisfy this 
demand from SMEs.

There is also a sufficient price gap between
the nearly-new demonstrator stock and the 
three-year-old van market not to damage 
prices of the latter. SVA’s conversion rates 
have remained consistent at between 80-90% 
at most of its auctions in 2017.

“This price gap means that independent 
dealers are buying in three-year-old stock and
older to complement some of the newer stock
they are able to source from the
manufacturers. This gives them a mixed range
of stock which helps them manage their own 
businesses more effectively,” said Wright.

SVA is predicting a settled used market
entering July and August with demand growing 
and prices remaining at their current levels 
rather than suffering from the normal   
summer dip. 

Only if new van sales plummet in the coming 
months will used prices rise above inflation
again as demand threatens to exceed supply.

small numbers in A1 condition become more expensive. This 
has led some buyers to now seek their next purchase away 
from the auctions.” 

Picton said although the used market remains robust, first 
time conversions of under two-year-old stock fell by nearly 
13% overall, with those in the under 2.6-tonnes GVW sector 
showing the sharpest decline. Conversion rates here fell 
from 80% in May to 62% in June. 

First time conversions in the medium panel van sector 
increased by 106 units in June and were also of a lower 
average age. The recorded mileage of those sold was also 
lower than that recorded in May. 

For the latest news on 
the remarketing sector, 
visit commercialfleet.

org/remarketing

Online



High-definition video data 
is becoming more powerful

Advertisement feature

A
dvancements across SmartWitness’s 

video data service portfolio promises 

to revolutionise fleet risk profile 

management. The progress is driven by 

breakthroughs in instant first notification of 

loss (FNOL) – the software’s growing ability 

to identify driving risks across various 

platforms with accuracy, clarity and speed. 

Insurance premiums are traditionally an 

area where fleet managers have little control 

of outgoings. When it comes to minimising 

costs after an incident involving a third party, 

timing and recording the right information 

are everything, but more often than not it 

doesn’t work out that way.

It is estimated that failing to capture third-

party information can inflate overall incident 

costs by a staggering 900%. Key to keeping 

these costs as low as possible is making the 

FNOL soon after the incident.

The general view is that the ultimate cost of 

third party claims is impacted by the speed 

with which the incident is reported to the fleet 

operator/insurer and the quality of 

information provided.

If a fleet loses the race to report an incident 

– triggering an event that says ‘the first 

person to get to the third party wins’ – it 

affects the entire claims journey, from 

validation, deployment of services and cost 

control of areas such as protracted vehicle 

repairs and costly hire car rates, to 

unpredictable personal injury claims and 

legal fees as well as fraud.

While the timing of the report is critical, so, 

too, is the quality of the information gathered 

at the scene. Information captured at FNOL 

is essential to the speed and success of the 

incident management process.

“This holy grail of protecting fleet 

insurance premiums with FNOL via fast, 

reliable and accessible software platforms, 

has not been easy to reach,” said Rob Timms, 

SmartWitness technical director. “The fleet 

sector and the insurance industry have been 

crying out for reliable, easy-to-use software, 

which delivers video evidence in seconds, 

downloads MP4 video remotely and stores 

data automatically on secure servers.

“Advancements across our video data 

service portfolio – including upgrades to our 

SmartMail and SmartView software 

platforms – will enable fleet operators and 

insurers to move proactively and with 

absolute confidence on instant incident 

information, putting insurer partners and 

fleet operators firmly in control of the claim 

from the off, mitigating both credit hire and 

claim spend costs.”

It’s about to raise the game for fleet insurance premium protection, says SmartWitness

For further information on the new 
SmartMail2 and SmartView2 FNOL 
software platforms call 01483 397005

SM2 and SV2 features:
n  30 days’ storage on SmartWitness 

     servers

n Dismiss/action triggers

n  10-second low cost quality snapshot 

images

n Download MP4 video remotely

n One-click video footage review
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By Simon Harris

e’ve been told for many years by electric 
vehicle manufacturers that range isn’t a 
big problem for potential customers – 
other issues such as infrastructure were 
more of a deterrent.

It conveniently puts national govern-
ments and local authorities under the 

spotlight for doing too little to encourage the take-up of these 
‘greener’ vehicles.

But it’s undeniable that EVs with a longer range on a single 
charge also give potential users greater confidence in the tech-
nology, and make them suitable for a wider variety of roles.

Renault is taking advantage of the improved battery chem-
istry introduced in the Zoe electric car earlier this year, and 
is upgrading the Kangoo van with a range increase of more 
than 50%. It means the Kangoo ZE has an official maximum 
range of 170 miles compared with 106 miles in the outgoing 

W

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Official maximum range of 170 miles

n Full charge from wall-box takes about six hours

n Lunch-break charge should give 22-mile increase

Old favourite extends range by half as much again without a drop in payload or cargo volume
RENAULT KANGOO

MODEL: ZE 33

VERDICT
It may be feeling like it’s getting on a bit, but despite 

this, the Kangoo ZE is a likeable van, and a capable 

one, especially when choosing the Maxi version. If 

running electric vans stacks up for you, then it’s easy 

to see why the Renault has become the favourite. 

The updates make it even more compelling.

model. The gain is all in extra energy density in the battery, 
so the battery pack takes up the same amount of space 
under the floor as before, meaning payload and cargo 
volume are unaffected.

The new version is also available with a faster charging 
system, allowing a full charge from empty in around six 
hours using a 7.4kW wall-box, and the potential to gain a 
22-mile boost when charging during an hour’s lunch break.

In real world driving, those maximum range figures are 
unlikely to be realised, especially if the driver is using other 
electrical items that will increase the drain on the battery.

But it will mean a 50% increase in range over whatever 
users were able to achieve with the previous version. And 
Renault says the new Kangoo ZE should be good for around 
120 miles during the summer, with the potential for adding 
another 20 during a lunch-break charge session.

The Kangoo ZE also comes with a new, more energy effi-
cient motor and improved battery management system. It 
now includes a heat pump within the climate control system 
(where specified), improving battery performance in cold 
conditions – said to be worth another nine miles of range.

When equipped with climate control, the Kangoo ZE can 
now be pre-cooled when plugged in while preserving battery 
range, in addition to a pre-heating feature.

Prices weren’t published when we drove the van, but they
are likely to be from around £14,200 including the plug-in 
van grant but excluding VAT, with a £50 a month battery 
lease, or from around £17,800 (including the grant, but 
excluding VAT) in a full vehicle purchase. 

The Kangoo is strong on  
comfort and user-friendliness

Payload 

672kg

Range (NEDC) 

170 miles

C02 emissions2

0g/km

Basic price

£17,800

First drives

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,177

Power (Kw): 44

Torque (Nm): 225

Load volume (cu m): 4.6

Payload (kg): 672

Range (NEDC): 170 miles

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 0

Basic price (ex-VAT): £17,800 after
grant taken into account (est)

KEY RIVAL
Citroën Berlingo Electric L2

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,175

Power (Kw): 50

Torque (Nm): 200

Load volume (cu m): 3.7

Payload (kg): 552

Range (NEDC): 106 miles

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 0

Basic price (ex-VAT): £22,180

Battery pack is no bigger so 
no cargo capacity has been 

sacrificed
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By Simon Harris

ould running a van fleet on gas be a feasible and 
cost-effective option for your business? Volks-
wagen thinks it could be, particularly if vehicles 
are based in an urban area.

Volkswagen believes LCV operators in the UK 
could see a benefit from switching to gas, but 
there is one immediate problem: a lack of a 

compressed natural gas (CNG) refuelling infrastructure.
Unlike Germany and Italy, in the UK there is only a handful 

of public CNG refuelling points.
This is manageable if you are able to install CNG refuelling 

points at a depot, and some gas companies offer incentives 
where the cost of the installation can be offset and reclaimed 
by a supplement on the price of the gas.

Beyond infrastructure, there are few other negatives, 
perhaps with the exception of payload. Gas tanks can account 
for 10% of the vehicle’s weight, but that should still ensure 
most jobs a diesel van is used for could be done by a CNG one.

CO2 emissions are typically equivalent to diesel vans, with 2

fewer harmful particulate emissions. It’s possible to use 
biomethane created from waste straw in agriculture, which 
is more sustainable and has a much lower carbon impact 
than using natural gas from the network. Range is also 
comparable to diesel, as well as performance.

The latest Caddy CNG is a year into its lifecycle, and there 
are no plans currently to introduce a right-hand drive version.

But Volkswagen says it has been talking to some UK fleets 
about alternatives to electric vans, where there are issues 
around staff who take vehicles home at night being unable
to charge them.

If UK fleets show sufficient interest, the next-generation 

 NEED TO KNOW 
n CNG tanks account for 10% of the vehicle's weight

n Emissions are similar to those of diesel van

n Range of 391 or 534 miles dependent on model

Running on compressed natural gas could be good for business but UK lack of refuelling points may block progress
VOLKSWAGEN CADDY 
MODEL: 1.4 TGI

VERDICT
The Caddy CNG offers a respectable alternative to 

diesel for a number of fleets seeking to reduce their 

emissionsbeyond what can be achieved through best 

practice in other areas of the business, with similar 

performance and range. The lack of right-hand drive 

will be off-putting, however.

Caddy CNG could be engineered for right-hand drive from 
the outset.

The Caddy TGI is available in standard or Maxi body styles, 
and in panel van or people carrier versions. Maxi versions 
are able to carry 32kg of CNG (around 202 litres), with the 
standard ones loaded at 25kg (around 158 litres) when full. 
This should be enough for up to 534 miles or 391 miles 
respectively according to the official NEDC figures, including 
a 13-litre reserve of petrol.

Gas is measured and delivered in kg, with 1kg having equiv-
alent energy value to 1.3 litres of diesel and 1.5 litres of petrol.

The vans are not classed as bi-fuel, as the petrol tank really 
is only a reserve, or used to start the van in extremely cold 
temperatures (below -10ºC), and switchies to gas automati-
cally when the engine is warm.

CO2 emissions are 112g/km (standard) and 116g/km (Maxi)2

for six-speed manual versions, or 123g/km and 126g/km for 
those equipped with the optional DSG automatic. The diesel 
Caddy Bluemotion has CO2 emissions of 114g/km.2

Many fleets will be familiar with the latest Caddy, and it’s 
an exceptional small van. The 1.4 TGI version is smooth to 
drive, and quieter than a diesel version, if lacking a little in 
mid-range punch. The TGI produces 81kW and 200Nm of 
torque, the latter available between 1,500 and 3,500rpm.

Load volume and capacity are unaffected by gas tanks, 
which are stored under the floor, although payload is reduced 
by around 100kg on the Maxi over a petrol Caddy. The 
standard wheelbase TGI does not suffer a penalty because 
of a higher GVW relative to the petrol.

The Caddy is currently only 
available in left-hand drive

Payload 

762kg

Range (NEDC) 

391 miles

C02 emissions2

116g/km

Basic price

£18,500

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,225

Power (Kw): 81

Torque (Nm/rpm): 200/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 3.2

Payload (kg): 762

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 116

Range (NEDC): 391 miles

Basic price (ex-VAT): Around 
£18,500 

KEY RIVAL
Volkswagen Caddy Bluemotion

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 1,984

Power (Kw): 76

Torque (Nm/rpm): 250/1,300

Load volume (cu m): 3.2

Payload (kg): y g 565

CO2 emissions (g/km):2 114

Range (NEDC): 867 miles

Basic price (ex-VAT): £16,125



anagers will be 
briefed on the critical 
role innovative risk 
management policies 
can play in running an 
efficient and effective 
commercial vehicle 

fleet at Fleet Management LIVE.
Experts from industry associa-

tions and suppliers in key sectors 
will provide detailed advice on the 
benefits of robust risk management 
and the dangers of failing to keep 
incidents under control.

There will also be guidance on the 
strategies businesses can use to 
minimise their on-road risk, ranging 
from driver education and reward 
programmes to the latest tele-
matics and data analysis systems.

Among the partners supporting 
the event is the Freight Transport 
Association (FTA), one of the UK’s 
largest trade associations whose

members operate hundreds of 
thousands of vehicles.

The FTA will be at the show to 
update visitors about its Van Excel-
lence Programme, a ground-
breaking scheme designed by some 
of the best van operators in the UK 
to promote excellence in the sector 
and improve operational standards. 

The programme includes a Van 
Excellence Code, which is a code of 
practice outlining best practice for 
van operators. It was named most 
innovative new product or service at 
this year’s Fleet News Awards.

Mark Cartwright, FTA head of 
vans, said: “We are delighted to be 
working with Fleet Management 
LIVE. With more than four million 
vans on UK roads, it is vital to 
improve safety and compliance 
within the industry and help busi-
nesses of all sizes focus on profes-
sionalism in their van operations.” 

Fleets ranging from the UK’s 
biggest to some of the smallest are 
accredited members of the 
programme, which offers best prac-
tice guidance, training and support 
for fleet operators.

Mobileye will be headline sponsor 
for the first time.

Gil Ayalon, Mobileye regional 
director for Europe, said visitors will 
be first to see a new retrofit safety 
product for fleets alongside its full 
range of products and services.

He said: “Fleet Management LIVE
is the best fleet event there is – a 
‘must visit’ for all fleet managers, 
and, as we roll out our unique retrofit 
safety product in the UK, it’s only 
right that we support it.

“Fleets in the UK are used to 
recording accidents; with Mobileye 
they’ll now be able to stop those 
accidents happening in the first 
place and cut their operating costs.”

REGISTER TODAY AT FLEETMANAGEMENTLIVE.CO.UK

Supported by

The UK’s biggest fleet event

M

Industry associations and key suppliers will field experts to advise on business strategies

OCTOBER 3-4, 2017 NEC BIRMINGHAM

Headline sponsor

Risk management in focus at 
Fleet Management LIVE 2017

Expert speakers 
add value to FML
More than a dozen speakers will provide 

essential advice and expert insight to 

Fleet Management LIVE visitors.

The show, at the NEC, Birmingham, on

October 3-4, will include presentations 

from experts who represent every 

aspect of vehicle management.

Fleet Management LIVE includes 

several best practice theatres which will 

focus on key issues such as innovations

in vehicle sourcing, telematics, funding, 

risk management and legislation.

There will also be a Discover Fleet 

Theatre, which is designed to provide

advice and support for executives who 

are involved in vehicle management, but 

are based in external departments, such

as finance, HR and procurement.

For more details about the speakers 

and an up-to-date list visit the website 

on fleetmanagementlive.co.uk
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Long-term test

The Fiat Talento came through its six-month 
test with top marks from our correspondent

Top notch Talento is one of the most comfortable vans on the road and a real delight to drive
FIAT TALENTO 
MODEL: LWB 1.6 ECOJET 125

Payload 

1,243kg

Fuel economy 

44.8mpg

CO2 emissions 2

159g/km

Price as tested

£21,845

By Trevor Gehlcken

hen the man from Fiat comes to pick 
up my long-term Talento on September 
1, it will mark the end of an era, for it is 
then that I hang up my hat as Commer-er-er

cial Fleet associate editor and head fort

old age pensionerhood and member-
ship of the local Darby and Joan Club.

At least, that was the plan. Having joined the staff of sister 
title Fleet News as production editor back in 1990, and havings

had the honour of editing our former title Fleet Van for nine n

years, I had intended this oh-so-capable fleet performer to 
be my swansong. Editor-in-chief Steve Briers had other 
ideas, though, and has persuaded me to continue running a 
test van. So, while I’m handing back all my other writing 
responsibilities, this is one I’ll be retaining for now.

But back to the Fiat. Under the badge, the Talento is none 
other than the Renault Trafic which, when it was launched 
back in 2000, turned the LCV world on its head, offering for 
the first time a true car-like driving experience in a commer-
cial vehicle, not to mention a host of other improvements in 
build quality and practicality.

True, the Talento has moved on from that original offering, 
but without that design we wouldn’t be where we are today 
– marvelling at how wonderful vans are in 2017 compared 
to 27 years ago when you would be lucky to get a radio as 

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Six cubic metres of cargo space in long wheelbase format

n Reversing sensors an optional extra at £220

n Test model priced at £21,848

“We have not 
had to add any 

oil to the 
engine or air in 
the tyres, so 
maintenance 
costs have 

totalled zero”

standard, let alone airbags, traction control, ABS brakes, 
Bluetooth and air-con.

The Talento has proved a real treasure during its 
six-months at Fleet Towers. It’s one of the most comfort-
able vans on the road today, with admirable road manners 
and, in long wheelbase format, there are no fewer than 
six cubic metres of cargo space on offer, enough for most 
fleet needs.

We’ve piled almost 5,000 miles on the clock in that time 
and neither my partner nor I have suffered a single back 
twinge, despite having undertaken journeys of up to 300 
miles at a time travelling between Essex and Devon.

As an added bonus, we have not had to add any oil to the 
engine or air in the tyres (we carry out regular checks), so 
maintenance costs have totalled zero. 

Reliability, meanwhile, has been 100%, with no sign of any
mechanical or electronic problems.

As a fairly low-specced van, we could have done with a few 
extra goodies (notably a passenger airbag to protect my 
partner) but, to be fair, the front-end price of £21,848 is 
extremely reasonable, especially against our previous long 
termer, the Citroën Dispatch, which was a direct rival but 
came in at £25,398.

Another ‘goody’ that was missing from the standard spec 
list was a set of reversing sensors, which come in at £220 
for this van and was fitted to our test vehicle. During my years 
with Commercial Fleet and t Fleet Van, I have constantly called 
for these little safety stars to be made a legal requirement.

Surely it would be a simple law to pass and one which 
would save a huge amount of metal and, possibly, some 
lives. Quite why it has been ignored is anyone’s guess.

This gripe apart, the Talento goes back to its maker with a 
glowing review from Commercial Fleet.t.t

W

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 3,040

Power (PS/rpm): 125/3,500

Torque (Nm/rpm): 320/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 6.0

Payload (kg): 1,243

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 44.8

Actual fuel economy (mpg): 36.3

CO2 emissions (g/km):2  159

Basic price (ex-VAT): £21,845

Current mileage: 4,782

SPEC
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MODEL: D18

By Tim Campbell

erhaps one of the unsung heroes in the road 
transport sector is the heavyweight two-axle 
rigid market and the Renault ‘D’ Range extends 
from the lower weights at 7.5-tonne gross vehicle 
weight (gvw) to the maximum of 18 tonnes.

One of the most significant features on the 
Renault rigid is the choice of cab widths, with both 

2.1 metres and 2.3 metres available. There is also a three-
axle version, rated at 26-tonne gvw, with single and the 
option of a steered rear axle.

Renault uses the Euro VI 7.7-litre engine (DTI 8) which 
weighs 732kg and has three power ratings starting with 
253PS (184kW) and torque at 950Nm, then the middle range 
284PS (206kW) and torque at 1050Nm, finally the current 
highest horsepower of 324PS (235kW) and torque of 
1200Nm. We say current as there is a rumour that a 355PS 
variant for this model may be available next year.

Coupled to the engines is a selection of four gearboxes, 
including two manual options with a six-speed (ZF6S1000) 
and nine-speed (ZF9S1110 TO). Of course in the modern UK 
distribution sector, the automated gearbox is king and, to 
satisfy this need, Renault has the 12-speed Optidriver 
(AT2412) and, finally, for the more specialised transport there 
is the Allison 3200 six-speed automatic.

Looking for the right wheelbase to accommodate the 
appropriate body length should not be an issue with the two 

P

 NEED TO KNOW 
■ Selection of four gearboxes with two manual options

■ Three power ratings and a fourth is expected next year

■ 2.3-metre wide cab has no less than 14 wheelbases

Heavyweight distribution is the main aim of the Renault Truck 18-tonne ‘D’ Range

RENAULT D RANGE

axle ‘D’ range. The 2.3-metre wide cab has an impressive 
14 wheelbases, ranging from 3.5 metre to 6.8 metre, 
meaning there’s one virtually every 300mm. The narrower 
2.1 metre isn’t that far behind with 13 wheelbases ranging 
from 3.25 metre to 6.8 metre. The 18-tonne chassis sits on
22.5-inch wheels and has either normal leaf springs or the 
option on the air with the same available on the rear.

Braking starts with retarders and, dependent on your 
engine choice, there’s a option of five variants from the
standard exhaust brake rated at 120kW, the Renault-badged 
‘Optibrake’ providing up to 170kW retardation and an electric
delivering up to a massive 620kW. As an alternative to elec-
tric there’s a hydraulic version at 420kW with the Allison 
automatic having 400kW.

The service brakes have discs all round, providing a 
maximum emergency braking deceleration of 7.5m/s 
compared to the legal 4.5m/s. The normal array of electronic 
braking systems comes as standard. These include auto-
matic emergency braking (ABS), emergency brake assist 
(EBA) and electronic brake force limitation (EBL). For the 
ultimate in braking, there’s always the option of the auto-
matic emergency braking system warning of possible colli-
sion followed by braking to bring the vehicle to a complete 
standstill without the driver’s intervention.

As previously mentioned there are two widths both of 
which Renault believe are 35% quieter than the previous 
model. Under the D8 engine, customers have six cab sizes 
to choose from starting with the Day cab (available with a 
flat floor on the 2.3m cab) up to the Global. Suspension is 
slightly different on the cabs, with the narrower one having 
either a four-point or two-point rubber at the front and 
mechanical on the rear.  

The wider cab starts with four point mechanical but also 
has the option of a four-bag air suspension system.

Driven

Payload 

11484kg
**

Warranty 

2 years

Price as tested

£65,080*

35%
quieter than previous models 
– that’s the wider cabs claim

No shortage of switches on 
the semi-wraparound dash

Plenty of storage room 
on the shelf behind the seats

The instrument cluster is split 
into three distinct sections

* without extras and discount

** excluding body
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We were really lucky with our road test model. We 
happened to pick a recently registered 2.3m 18-tonner fresh 
from supporting the Renault team at the Monaco Grand Prix 
so the specification was on the ‘high’ side.

Opening the driver’s door, two steps take you onto the cab 
floor and onto the air-suspended driver’s seat with side 
support which is part of the comfort pack option. This option 
also has enclosed storage compartments on overhead 
console, air conditioning, Bluetooth plus USB, 24V pre-
equipment in overhead console, smartphone-mounting 
plate and leather steering wheel.

Directly in front of the driver is the instrument cluster split 
into three distinct sections. On the left lies circular gauges 
for fuel, temperature and regeneration status. In the centre 
is the rev counter with a LCD screen at the bottom for the 
speed. Finally, on the right is a 4.3-inch LCD screen displaying
gear selection, gearbox mode as well as information from 
the digital techograph.

Perhaps one of the most striking observations is the 
number of stalks emitting from around the leather steering 
wheel, there are six – including the infotainment and cruise 
controls – I am sure that’s a record. 

On the left are the engine brake, lights/indicators and 
cruise control controls, and the right we have the wiper/ 
washer, gearbox mode selection, and infotainment controls.

Just by the driver’s left hand is the handbrake lever with 
four-five push buttons for the central locking, heated mirrors 
and so on. To the left of the semi-wraparound dash is the 
CD/MP3 player and two full rows of switches with the rotary 

SPEC
Price as tested: £65,080

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 18,000

Engine capacity (cc): 7,700

Output (PS): 324

Torque (Nm): 1,200

Payload (kg): 11,484 

Warranty Warranty W 2 years

VERDICT
Renault Trucks has moved up a notch in the UK 

heavy truck and driving the D18 324PS shows the 

massive steps it has taken in offering UK distribution 

customers a competitive option to perhaps the more 

traditional offerings.

KEY RIVAL
DAF CF320

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 18,000

Engine capacity (cc): 6,700

Output (PS): 330

Torque (Nm): 1,200

Payload (kg): 12,228

Warranty: 2yr vehicle, 3yr driveline

Fresh from duty at the Monaco 
Grand Prix, our 18-tonne test model

controls for the heating and ventilation further to the left. As 
an optional fitment the demo truck had the Brigade alert 
system featuring four cameras around the truck and these 
are ‘stitched’ together to give a 360° view for safer driving.

Starting the D8 324PS engine and flicking the right stalk 
to drive gets us on the road around the Derbyshire /Notting-
hamshire countryside. 

Even after a few miles it becomes apparent this engine 
enjoys sitting at around 1100rpm and can drop down to 
950rpm without any problem. 

When braking, the three-stage engine brake lever on the 
left is in constant use, and as it’s applied the coloured lights 
around the centre rev counter change to blue between 2000-
3000rpm showing the level braking retardation. 

It’s also worth mentioning the same happens with the vari-
able green zone lights to help driving in the optimal fuel 
economy zone. 

In-cab noise is minimal and visibility is good and further 
helped by the optional low level window on the passenger 
side door just like the old Leyland ‘Road Runner’. 
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Inside the 
September issue

commercialfleet.org

News insight:  
Earned Recognition Scheme  
and what it means for fleets

Fleet profile: VPS Group

Spotlight: CILT road transport training

FML preview: everything you need to know about the car, 
van and truck fleet management event

Insight: Managing uptime – how to prevent your vans and 
trucks from breaking down

Vehicle: Vauxhall Vivaro Limited Edition

LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS

The latest van and truck news from across the industry is 
posted each day – look out for our weekly Friday newsletter.

CASE STUDIES AND INSIGHT

Discover how van and truck fleets have tackled cost, safety and 
environmental issues with our archive of profiles and insight.

VAN RUNNING COST CALCULATORS

Our interactive calculators let you compare vans on price, 
CO2 and running cost (fuel, SMR and residual values).

DIESEL COST CALCULATOR

Work out the difference an increase in economy could make to 
your fleet’s fuel cost – by individual vehicle or your entire fleet.

The only website that matters for van and truck fleet operators

Upcoming 
events

Contact us
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Brought to you by

WHAT’S IN STORE FOR THE 
UK AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY?
A top level seminar for senior automotive industry executives

Intelligent Mobility – 

a consumer’s perspective

Steve Yianni, ex-chief executive,    

Transport Systems Catapult

The impact of transport 

devolution on the automotive industry

Stephen Joseph, chief executive, 

Campaign for Better Transport
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